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Abstract
We design fast deterministic algorithms for distance computation in the Congested
Clique model. Our key contributions include:
– A (2 + )-approximation for all-pairs shortest paths in O(log2 n/) rounds on un-
weighted undirected graphs. With a small additional additive factor, this also applies
for weighted graphs. This is the first sub-polynomial constant-factor approximation
for APSP in this model.
– A (1 + )-approximation for multi-source shortest paths from O(
√
n) sources in
O(log2 n/) rounds on weighted undirected graphs. This is the first sub-polynomial
algorithm obtaining this approximation for a set of sources of polynomial size.
Our main techniques are new distance tools that are obtained via improved algorithms
for sparse matrix multiplication, which we leverage to construct efficient hopsets and
shortest paths. Furthermore, our techniques extend to additional distance problems for
which we improve upon the state-of-the-art, including diameter approximation, and an
exact single-source shortest paths algorithm for weighted undirected graphs in O˜(n1/6)
rounds.
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1 Introduction
Computing distances in a graph is a fundamental task widely studied in many computational settings.
Notable examples are computation of all-pairs shortest paths (APSP), single-source shortest paths
(SSSP), and computing specific parameters such as the diameter of a graph. In this work, we study
distance computations in the Congested Clique model of distributed computing.
In the Congested Clique model, we have a fully-connected communication network of n nodes,
where nodes communicate by sending O(log n)-bit messages to each other node in synchronous
rounds. The Congested Clique model has been receiving much attention during the past decade
or so, due to both its theoretical interest in focusing on congestion alone as a communication
resource, and its relation to practical settings that use fully connected overlays [13, 14, 21, 28, 29,
31–33, 36, 40–43, 47, 50–52]. In particular, there have been many recent papers studying distance
problems in Congested Clique [8, 13,14,24,36,42,48,52].
1.1 Distance computation in the congested clique
Many state-of-the art results for distance computations in the Congested Clique model exploit
the well-known connection between computing distances and matrix multiplication [13, 14, 42].
Specifically, the nth power of the adjacency matrix A of a graph G = (V,E), taken over the
min-plus or tropical semiring (see e.g. [13] for details), correspond to shortest-path distances. Hence,
iteratively squaring a matrix log n times allows computing all the distances in the graph. This
approach gives the best known algorithms for APSP in the Congested Clique, including (1)
an O˜(n1/3) round algorithm for exact APSP in weighted directed graphs [13], (2) O(n0.158) round
algorithms for exact APSP in unweighted undirected graphs and (1 + o(1))-approximate APSP
in weighted directed graphs [13], as well as (3) an O(n0.2096) round algorithm for exact APSP in
directed graphs with constant weights [42]. Additionally, in [14], this connection is used to show an
improved APSP algorithm for sparse graphs.
For approximating the distances, faster approximations for larger constants can be obtained
by computing a k-spanner, which is a sparse graph that preserves distances up to a multiplicative
factor of k, and having all nodes learn the entire spanner. Using the Congested Clique spanner
constructions of [52], this approach gives a (2k − 1)-approximation for APSP in O˜(n1/k) rounds,
which is still polynomial for any constant k.
This raises the following fundamental question:
Question 1. Can we obtain constant-factor approximations for APSP in sub-polynomial time?
If we restrict our attention to SSSP, sub-polynomial (1+)-approximation is indeed possible [8,34];
in particular, the state of the art is a gradient-descent-based algorithm that obtains a (1 + )-
approximation in O(−3polylog n) rounds even in the more restricted broadcast version of the
Congested Clique model [8]. However, these algorithms from prior work provide distances only
from a single source.
1.2 Our contributions
All-pairs shortest paths. As our first main result, we address the above fundamental question
by providing the first polylogarithmic constant approximations for APSP in the Congested Clique
model. Specifically, we show the following.
Theorem 2. There is a deterministic (2 + )-approximation algorithm for unweighted undirected
APSP in the Congested Clique model that takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
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We also obtain a nearly (2 + )-approximation in O( log
2 n
 ) rounds in weighted undirected graphs,
in the sense that for any distance estimate d(u, v), there is further additive (1 + )wuv error in the
approximation, where wuv is the weight of the heaviest edge on the shortest u-v path.
Our approximation is almost tight for sub-polynomial algorithms in the following sense. As
noted by [41], a (2− )-approximate APSP in unweighted undirected graphs is essentially equivalent
to fast matrix multiplication, so obtaining a better approximation in complexity below O(n0.158)
would result in a faster algorithm for matrix multiplication in the Congested Clique. Likewise,
a sub-polynomial-time algorithm with any approximation ratio for directed graphs would give a
faster matrix multiplication algorithm [20], so our results will likely not extend to directed graphs.
Multi-source shortest paths. As our second main result, we show a fast (1 + )-approximation
algorithm for the multi-source shortest paths problem (MSSP), which is polylogarithmic as long as
the number of sources is O˜(
√
n). Specifically, we show the following.
Theorem 3. There is a deterministic (1 + )-approximation algorithm for the weighted undirected
MSSP that takes
O
(( |S|2/3
n1/3
+ log n
)
· log n

)
rounds in the Congested Clique, where S is the set of sources. In particular, the complexity is
O( log
2 n
 ) as long as |S| ≤ O(
√
n · (log n)3/2).
This is the first sub-polynomial algorithm that obtains such approximations for a set S of
polynomial size. Other advantages of our approach, compared to the previous (1 + )-approximation
SSSP algorithm [8], is that it is based on simple combinatorial techniques. In addition, our complexity
improves upon the complexity of [8].
Exact SSSP and diameter approximation. In addition to the above, our techniques allow us
to obtain a near 3/2-approximation for the diameter in O( log
2 n
 ) rounds as well as an O˜(n
1/6)-round
algorithm for exact weighted SSSP, improving the previous O˜(n1/3)-round algorithm [13]. All our
algorithms are deterministic.
1.3 Our techniques
The main technical tools we develop for our distance computation algorithms are a new sparse
matrix multiplication algorithm, extending the recent result of [14], and new deterministic hopset
construction algorithm for the Congested Clique.
Distance products. We start from the basic idea of using matrix multiplication to compute
distances in graphs. Specifically, if A is the weighted adjacency matrix of a graph G, it is well
known that distances in G can be computed by iterating the distance product A ? A, defined as
(A ? A)[i, j] = min
k
(
A[i, k] +A[k, j]
)
,
that is, the matrix multiplication over the min-plus semiring.
A simple idea is to apply the recent sparse matrix multiplication algorithm of [14], with running
time that depends on the density of the input matrices. In particular, this allows us to multiply two
sparse matrices with O(n3/2) non-zero entries in O(1) rounds; note that for the distance product,
the zero element is ∞. However, using this algorithm for computing distances directly is inefficient,
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as A ? A can be dense even if A is sparse (e.g. a star graph), and hence iterative squaring is not
guaranteed to be efficient. Moreover, our goal is to compute distances in general graphs, not only in
sparse graphs. Nevertheless, we show that while using [14] directly may not be efficient, we can use
sparse matrix multiplication as a basic building block for distance computation in the Congested
Clique.
Our distance tools. The key observation is that many building blocks for distance computation
are actually based on computations in sparse graphs or only consider a limited number of nodes.
Concrete examples of such tasks include:
– k-nearest problem: Compute distances for each node to the k closest nodes in the graph.
– (S, d, k)-source detection problem: Given a set of sources S, compute the distances for
each node to the k nearest sources using paths of at most d hops.
– distance through sets problem: Given a set of nodes S and distances to all nodes in S,
compute the distances between all nodes using paths through nodes in S.
For all of these problems, there is a degree of sparsity we can hope to exploit if k or |S| are small
enough. For example, the (S, d, k)-source detection problem, requires the multiplication of a
dense adjacency matrix and a possibly sparse matrix, depending on the size of S. However, for any
S of polynomial size the algorithm in [14] is polynomial. An interesting property in this problem,
though, is that the output matrix is also sparse. If we look at the k-nearest problem, both input
matrices are sparse, hence we can use the previous sparse matrix multiplication algorithm. However,
this does not exploit the sparsity of this problem to the end: in this problem we are interested only
in computing the k nearest nodes to each node, hence there is no need to compute the full output
matrix. The challenge in this case is that we do not know the identity of the k closest nodes before
the computation. To exploit this sparsity we design new matrix multiplication algorithms, that in
particular have the ability to sparsify the matrix throughout the computation, and get a complexity
that depends only on the size of the output we are interested in.
Sparse matrix multiplication. To compute the above, we design new sparse matrix multiplica-
tion algorithms, which differ from [14] by taking into account also the sparsity of the output matrix.
For matrix M , let ρM denote the density of M , that is, the average number of non-zero entries on a
row. Specifically, for distance product computation P = S ? T , we obtain two variants:
– One variant assumes that the sparsity of the output matrix is known.
– The other sparsifies the output matrix on the fly, keeping only the ρP smallest entries for each
row.
For these two scenarios, we obtain running times
O
(
(ρSρTρP )
1/3
n2/3
+ 1
)
, and O
(
(ρSρTρP )
1/3
n2/3
+ log n
)
rounds, respectively, improving the running time of the prior sparse matrix multiplication for
ρP = o(n).
This allows us to obtain faster distance tools, by taking into account the sparsity of the output:
– We can solve the k-nearest problem in O
((
k
n2/3
+ log n
)
log k
)
rounds.
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– We can solve the (S, d, k)-source detection problem in O
((
m1/3|S|2/3
n + 1
)
d
)
rounds,
where m is the number of edges in the output graph; note that dependence on d becomes
linear in order to exploit the sparsity.
In concrete terms, with these output-sensitive distance tools we still get subpolynomial running
times even when the parameters are polynomial. For example, we can get the distances to the
O˜(n2/3) closest nodes in O˜(1) rounds. Note that though our final results are only for undirected
graphs, these distance tools work for directed weighted graphs.
Hopsets. An issue with our (S, d, k)-source detection algorithm is that in order to exploit the
sparsity of the matrices, we must perform d multiplications to learn the distances of all the nodes at
hop-distance at most d from S. Hence, to learn the distances of all the nodes from S, we need to do
n multiplications, which is no longer efficient. To overcome this challenge, we use hopsets, which are
a central building block in many distance computations in the distributed setting [22–24,34, 48]. A
(β, )-hopset H is a sparse graph such that the β-hop distances in G∪H give (1 + )-approximations
of the distances in G. Since it is enough to look only at β-hop distances in G ∪H, using our source
detection algorithm together with a hopset allows getting an efficient algorithm for approximating
distances, as long as β is small enough.
However, the time complexity of all current hopset constructions depends on the size of the
hopset [23, 24, 34], in the following way. The complexity of building a hopset of size nρ is at
least O(ρ). This is a major obstacle for efficient shortest paths algorithms, since based on recent
existential results there are no hopsets where both β and ρ are polylogarithmic [1] (see Section 1.4.)
Nevertheless, we show that our new distance tools allow to build hopsets in a time that does not
depend on the hopset size. In particular, we show how to implement a variant of the recent hopset
construction of Elkin and Neiman [24] in O( log
2 n
 ) rounds. The size of our hopset is O˜(n
3/2), hence
constructing it using previous algorithms requires at least O˜(
√
n) rounds.
Applying the distance tools. As a direct application of our source detection and hopset
algorithms, we obtain a multi-source shortest paths (MSSP) algorithm, allowing to compute (1 + )-
approximate distances to O˜(
√
n) sources in polylogarithmic time. Our MSSP algorithm, in turn,
forms the basis of a near 3/2-approximation for the diameter, and a (3 + )-approximation for
weighted APSP. To obtain a (2 + )-approximation for unweighted APSP, the high-level idea is to
deal separately with paths that contain a high-degree node and paths with only low-degree nodes.
A crucial ingredient in the algorithm is showing that in sparser graphs, we can actually compute
distances to a larger set of sources S efficiently, which is useful for obtaining a better approximation.
Our exact SSSP algorithm uses our algorithm for finding distances to the k-nearest nodes, which
allows constructing efficiently the k-shortcut graph described in [22,48].
1.4 Additional related work
Distance computation in the congested clique. APSP and SSSP are fundamental problems
that are studied extensively in various computation models. Apart from the MM-based algorithms
in the Congested Clique [13,14,42], previous results include also O˜(
√
n)-round algorithms for
exact SSSP and (2 + o(1))-approximation for APSP [48]. Other distance problems studied in the
Congested Clique are construction of hopsets [23,24,34] and spanners [52].
Matrix multiplication in the congested clique. As shown by [13], matrix multiplication can
be done in Congested Clique in O(n1/3) rounds over semirings, and in O(n1−2/ω) rounds over
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rings, where ω < 2.3728639 is the exponent of the matrix multiplication [27]. For rectangular matrix
multiplication, [42] gives faster algorithms. The first sparse matrix multiplication algorithms for
Congested Clique were given by [14], as discussed above.
Distance computation in the CONGEST model. The distributed CONGEST model is
identical to the Congested Clique model, with the difference that the communication network
is identical to the input graph G, and nodes can communicate only with their neighbours in each
round. Distance computation is extensively studied in the CONGEST model. The study of exact
APSP in weighted graphs has been the focus of many recent papers [3, 12,22, 38], culminating in a
near tight O˜(n) algorithm [12]. Such results were previously known in unweighted graphs [37,46,53]
or for approximation algorithms [45,48]. Approximate and exact algorithms for SSSP are studied
in [8, 22, 26, 30, 34, 44, 48]. While near-tight algorithms exist for approximating SSSP [8], there is
currently a lot of interest in understanding the complexity of exact SSSP and directed SSSP [22,26,30].
The source detection problem is studied in [46], demonstrating the applicability of this tool for
many distance problems such as APSP and diameter approximation in unweighted graphs. An
extension for the weighted case is studied in [45]. Algorithms and lower bounds for approximating
the diameter are studied in [2, 37,42,46,53].
Distance computation in the sequential setting. Among the rich line of research in the
sequential setting, we focus only on the most related to our work. The pioneering work of
Aingworth et al. [4], inspired much research on approximate APSP [6,7, 10, 18, 20] and approximate
diameter [5, 10,16,54], with the goal of understanding the tradeoffs between the time complexity
and approximation ratio. Many of these papers use clustering ideas and hitting set arguments as
the basis of their algorithms, and our approximate APSP and diameter algorithms are inspired by
such ideas.
Hopsets. Hopsets are a central building block in distance computation and are studied extensively
in various computing models [11,17,22–24,34,35,48,55]. The most related to our work are two recent
constructions of Elkin and Neiman [24], and Huang and Pettie [39], which are based on the emulators
of Thorup and Zwick [56], and are near optimal due to existential results [1]. Specifically, [39]
construct (β, )-hopsets of size O(n
1+ 1
2k+1−1 ) with β = O(k/)k, where recent existential results
show that any construction of (β, )-hopsets with worst case size n
1+ 1
2k−1−δ must have β = Ωk((1 )
k),
where k ≥ 1 is an integer and δ > 0. For a detailed discussion of hopsets see the introduction
in [23,24].
1.5 Preliminaries
Notations. Except when specified otherwise, we assume our graphs are undirected with non-
negative integer edge weights at most O(nc) for a constant c. Given a graph G = (V,E) and
u, v ∈ V , we denote by dG(u, v) the distance between u and v in G, and by dβG(u, v) the length of
the shortest path of hop-distance at most β between u and v in G. If G is clear from the context,
we use the notation d(u, v) for dG(u, v).
Routing and sorting. As basic primitives, we use standard routing and sorting algorithms for
the Congested Clique model. In the routing task, each node holds up to n messages of O(log n)
bits, and we assume that each node is also the recipient of at most n messages. In the sorting task,
each node has a list of n entries from an ordered set, and we want to sort these entries so that node
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i receives the ith batch of entries according to the global order of all the input entries. Both of
these task can be solved in O(1) rounds [19,43].
Semirings and matrices. We assume we are operating over a semiring (R,+, ·, 0, 1), where 0
is the identity element for addition and 1 is the identity element for multiplication. Note that we
do not require the multiplication to be commutative. For the Congested Clique algorithms, we
generally assume that the semiring elements can be encoded in messages of O(log n) bits.
All matrices are assumed to be over the semiring R. For convenience, we identify [n] with the
node set V , and use set V to index the matrix entries. For matrix S, we denote the matrix entry
at position (v, u) by S[v, u]. For sets U,W ⊆ V , we denote by S[U,W ] by submatrix obtained by
taking rows and columns restricted to U and W , respectively.
Hitting sets. Let Sv ⊆ V be a set of size at least k. We say that A ⊆ V is a hitting set of
{Sv}v∈V if in each subset Sv there is a node from A. We can construct hitting sets easily by adding
each node to A with probability p = lognk . This gives a hitting set of expected size O(
n logn
k ), such
that w.h.p there is a node from A in each subset Sv. The same parameters are obtained by a recent
deterministic construction of hitting sets in the Congested Clique [52], which gives the following
(see Corollary 17 in [52]).
Lemma 4. Let {Sv ⊆ V }v∈V be a set of subsets of size at least k, such that Sv is known to v.
There exists a deterministic algorithm in the Congested Clique model that constructs a hitting
set of size O(n log n/k) in O((log logn)3) rounds.
Partitions. We will use the following lemmas on partitioning a set of weighted items into equal
parts. Note that all the lemmas are constructive, that is, they also imply a deterministic algorithm
for constructing the partition in a canonical way.
Lemma 5 ( [14]). Let w1, w2, . . . , wn be natural numbers, and let W , w and k be natural numbers
such that
∑n
i=1wi = W , wi ≤ w for all i, and k divides n. Then there is a partition of [n] into k
sets I1, I2, . . . , Ik of size n/k such that∑
i∈Ij
wi ≤W/k + w for all j.
Lemma 6. Let w1, w2, . . . , wn be natural numbers, and let W , w and k be natural numbers such
that
∑n
i=1wi = W , wi ≤ w for all i. Then there is a partition of [n] into k sets I1, I2, . . . , Ik such
that for each j, the set Ij consist of consecutive elements, and∑
i∈Ij
wi ≤W/k + w .
Proof. Construct sets Ij in the partition by starting from the first element, adding new elements to the
current set until
∑
i∈Ij wi ≥W/k. Since all weights wi are at most w, we have
∑
i∈Ij wi ≤W/k+w
for all j, and since
∑
i∈Ij wi ≥W/k, this process generates at most k sets.
Lemma 7. Let w1, w2, . . . , wn and u1, u2, . . . , un be natural numbers, and let W , U w, u and k be
natural numbers such that
∑n
i=1wi = W and
∑n
i=1 ui = U , and we have wi ≤ w and ui ≤ u and
for all i. Then there is a partition of [n] into k sets I1, I2, . . . , Ik such that for each j, the set Ij
consist of consecutive elements, and∑
i∈Ij
wi ≤ 2(W/k + w) and
∑
i∈Ij
ui ≤ 2(U/k + u) .
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Proof. We begin by applying Lemma 6 separately to sequences w1, w2, . . . , wn and u1, u2, . . . , un.
That is, by Lemma 6, there exist the following two partitions of set [n] into sets of consecutive
indices:
– Partition J1, . . . , Jk such that for any j, we have
∑
i∈Jj wi ≤W/k + w.
– Partition K1, . . . ,Kk such that for any j, we have
∑
i∈Kj ui ≤ U/k + u.
Let i0 = 0, and let i1, . . . , i2k be the last elements of sets from partitions J1, . . . , Jk and K1, . . . ,Kk
in order.
Define sets I1, . . . , Ik as Ij = {i2j−2 + 1, . . . , i2j}; intuitively, this corresponds to taken the
fenceposts of the partitions J1, . . . , Jk and K1, . . . ,Kk, and taking every other fencepost to give
a new partition into sets of consecutive indices. Clearly {Ij} form a partition of [n], and since
each Ij overlaps at most two sets from J1, . . . , Jk and at most two sets from K1, . . . ,Kk, we have∑
i∈Ij wi ≤ 2(W/k + w) and
∑
i∈Ij ui ≤ 2(U/k + u).
2 Matrix multiplication
2.1 Output-sensitive sparse matrix multiplication
Our first matrix multiplication result is a output-sensitive variant of sparse matrix multiplication.
In the matrix multiplication problem, we are given two n × n matrices S and T over semiring R,
and the task is to compute the product matrix P = ST ,
P [u, v] =
∑
w∈V
S[v, w]T [w, u] .
Following [13,42], we assume for concreteness that in the Congested Clique model, each node
receives the row S[v, V ] and the column T [V, v] as a local input, and we want to compute the output
so that each node locally knows the row P [v, V ] of the output matrix.
Matrix densities. For matrix S, we denote by nz(S) the number of non-zero entries in S.
Furthermore, we define the density ρS as the smallest positive integer satisfying nz(S) ≤ ρSn.
When discussing the density of a product matrix P = ST , we would like to simply consider
the density ρP ; however, for technical reasons, we want to ignore zero entries that appear due to
cancellations. Formally, let Sˆ be the binary matrix defined as
Sˆ[i, j] =
{
1 if S[i, j] 6= 0,
0 if S[i, j] = 0,
and define Tˆ similarly. Let Pˆ = SˆTˆ , where the product is taken over the Boolean semiring. We
define the density of the product ST , denoted by ρ̂ST , as the smallest positive integer satisfying
nz(Pˆ ) ≤ ρ̂STn. Note that for most of our applications, we operate over semirings where no
cancellations can occur in additions, in which case ρ̂ST = ρP .
We also note that while we assume that the input matrices are n × n, we can also use this
framework for rectangular matrix multiplications, simply by padding the matrices with zeroes to
make them square.
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Sparse matrix multiplication algorithm. Our main result for sparse matrix multiplication is
the following:
Theorem 8. Matrix multiplication ST = P can be computed deterministically in
O
(
(ρSρT ρ̂ST )
1/3
n2/3
+ 1
)
rounds in Congested Clique, assuming we know ρ̂ST beforehand.
We note that for all of our applications, the requirement that we know ρ̂ST beforehand is satisfied.
However, the algorithm can be modified to work without knowledge of ρ̂ST with the additional cost
of multiplicative O(log n) factor; we simply start with estimate ρ̂ST = 2, restarting the algorithm
with doubled estimate if the running time for current estimate is exceeded.
The rest of this section gives the proof of Theorem 8. We start by describing the overall structure
of the algorithm, and then detail the different phases of the algorithm individually.
2.1.1 Algorithm description
Algorithm parameters. We define the algorithm parameters a, b and c as
a =
(ρT ρ̂STn)
1/3
ρ
2/3
S
, b =
(ρS ρ̂STn)
1/3
ρ
2/3
T
, c =
(ρSρTn)
1/3
ρ̂
2/3
ST
.
These parameter will control how we split the matrix multiplication task into independent subtasks.
To see why these parameters are chosen in this particular way, we note that we will require that
abc = n, and the final running time of the algorithm will be O
(
ρSa/n+ρT b/n+ ρ̂ST c/n+ 1
)
rounds,
which is optimized by the selecting a, b and c as above; this gives the running time in Theorem 8.
For simplicity, we assume that a, b and c are integers. If not, taking the smallest greater integer
will cause at most constant overhead.
Algorithm overview. Our algorithm follows the basic idea of the classical 3D matrix multiplica-
tion algorithm, as presented for Congested Clique by [13], and as adapted for the sparse matrix
multiplication by [14]. That is, we want to reduce the matrix multiplication task into n smaller
instances of matrix multiplication, and use a single node for each one of these. However, due to
the fact that we are working with sparse matrices, we have to make certain considerations in our
algorithm:
– Whereas the 3D matrix multiplication splits the original multiplication into n products of
n2/3 × n2/3 matrices, we would ideally like to split into n products of shape (n/b × n/c) ×
(n/c× n/a).
– Unlike in the dense case, we also have to make sure that all of our n products are equally
sparse. While this could be achieved using randomization similarly to the triangle detection
algorithms of [15,49], we want to do this deterministically.
With above considerations in mind, we now give an overview of our sparse matrix multiplication
algorithm:
10
(1) We compute a partition of the matrix multiplication task P = ST into n subtasks
P v = SvT v, where v ∈ V , so that each P v is a n/b × n/a matrix, Sv and T v are
submatrices of S and T , respectively, and we have
nz(Sv) = O(ρSn/bc) = O(ρSa) and
nz(T v) = O(ρTn/ac) = O(ρT b)
for all v ∈ V . This step takes O(1) rounds. (Section 2.1.2.)
(2) Each node v learns the matrices Sv and T v, and computes the product P v = SvT v.
Note that after this step, some of the matrices P v may be very dense. This step takes
O
(
ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1
)
rounds. (Section 2.1.3.)
(3) We balance the output matrices P v so that each node holds O(ρ̂STn/ab) = O(ρ̂ST c)
values that need to be summed to obtain the final output matrix P . This is achieved by
duplicating those subtasks where the output is too dense. This step takes O
(
ρSa/n+
ρT b/n+ 1
)
rounds. (Section 2.1.4.)
(4) The intermediate values obtained in Step 4 are summed together to obtain the output
matrix P . This step takes O
(
ρ̂ST c/n+ 1
)
rounds. (Section 2.1.5.)
Note that the total running time of the above algorithm will be O
(
ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ ρ̂ST c/n+ 1
)
rounds, which by the choice of a, b and c is as stated in Theorem 8. Note that Steps (1) and (2) are
essentially streamlined versions of corresponding tools from [14], while Steps (3) and (4) are new.
2.1.2 Cube partitioning
We say that a subcube of V 3 is a set of form V1 × V2 × V3, where V1, V2, V3 ⊆ V . Note that such
a subcube corresponds to a matrix multiplication task S[V1, V2]T [V2, V3]. Thus, a partition of the
cube V 3 into subcubes corresponds to a partition of the original matrix multiplication into smaller
matrix multiplication tasks, as discussed in the overview; see also Figure 1.
Lemma 9. There is a Congested Clique algorithm running in O(1) rounds that produces globally
known a partition of V 3 into n disjoint subcubes Vi such that for each subcube Vi = V
S
i × V Ti × V Pi ,
we have |V Si | = O(n/b), |V Ti | = O(n/a) and the total number of non-zero entries is
(1) O
(
ρSa+ n
)
in the submatrix S[V Si , V
P
i ], and
(2) O
(
ρT b+ n
)
in the submatrix T [V Pi , V
T
i ].
Proof. We start by partitioning the input matrices into equally sparse ‘slices’. Specifically, we do
the following:
(1) All nodes v broadcast the number of non-zero entries on row v of S. Based on this information,
all nodes deterministically compute the same partition of V into b sets CS1 , C
S
2 , . . . , C
S
b of
size O(n/b) such that nz(S[CSi , V ]) = O(ρSn/b+ n); such partition exists by Lemma 5.
(2) Using the same procedure as above, the nodes compute a partition of V into a sets
CT1 , C
T
2 , . . . , C
T
a of size O(n/a) such that nz(T [V,C
T
i ]) = O(ρTn/a+ n).
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CS1
<latexit s ha1_base64="FmfbuJ HKnAqQcwb2kQbFMElv lf0=">AAAB7HicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LB ahp5JY8eNW6MVjRdMW 2lg22027dLMJuxuhlP4 GLx4U8eoP8ua/cZMGU euDgcd7M8zM82POlLb tT6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7 +zulfcP2ipKJKEuiXg kuz5WlDNBXc00p91YU hz6nHb8STP1Ow9UKhaJ Oz2NqRfikWABI1gbyW 0OnPvbQbli1+wMaJk4 OalAjtag/NEfRiQJqd CEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTT eamfKBpjMsEj2jNU4J Aqb5YdO0cnRhmiIJKm hEaZ+nNihkOlpqFvOkO sx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fej Ik40VSQxaIg4UhHKP0 cDZmkRPOpIZhIZm5FZ IwlJtrkU8pCuEpx/v3 yMmmf1px6rX5zVmlU8 ziKcATHUAUHLqAB19AC FwgweIRneLGE9WS9Wm +L1oKVzxzCL1jvXyQR jk0=</latexit>
CS2
<latexit s ha1_base64="t6Kt8P IHW4xh+QdNP3SC+6Yy 6io=">AAAB7HicbVBN S8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxS L0VJJW/LgVevFY0bSF NpbNdtMu3WzC7kYopb/ BiwdFvPqDvPlv3KRB1 Ppg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW3 701pZXVvf2CxsFbd3d vf2SweHbRUlklCXRDy SXR8rypmgrmaa024sK Q59Tjv+pJn6nQcqFYvE nZ7G1AvxSLCAEayN5D YHtfvbQalsV+0MaJk4 OSlDjtag9NEfRiQJqd CEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTT ebGfKBpjMsEj2jNU4J Aqb5YdO0enRhmiIJKm hEaZ+nNihkOlpqFvOkO sx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fej Ik40VSQxaIg4UhHKP0 cDZmkRPOpIZhIZm5FZ IwlJtrkU8xCuEpx/v3 yMmnXqk69Wr85Kzcqe RwFOIYTqIADF9CAa2iB CwQYPMIzvFjCerJerb dF64qVzxzBL1jvXyWX jk4=</latexit>
CT2
<latexit sha1_base6 4="OMUKc2v0XmUwHg2cdqF5vzkX8Vg=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/Lg VevFYoWkLbSyb7aZdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUH efPfuEmDqPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnStv2p7W2vrG5 tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OOypKJKEuiXgkez5WlDNB Xc00p71YUhz6nHb9aTP1uw9UKhaJtp7F1AvxW LCAEayN5DaHtfv2sFS2q3YGtEqcnJQhR2tY+ hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojhIFI0xm eIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaBzo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6 FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIcl GQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnMEEwkM7ciMsESE23yKW Yh3KS4/H55lXRqVaderd9dlBuVPI4CnMIZVMC BK2jALbTABQIMHuEZXixhPVmv1tuydc3KZ07 gF6z3Lycbjk8=</latexit>
CT1
<latexit sha1_base6 4="Momg+HXbvRuy8a46+LxDLwg94Sk=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eN W6MVjhaYttLFstpt26WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf 5M1/4yYNotYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn1ZhbX1j c6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edVSUSEJdEvFI9nysKGeC upppTnuxpDj0Oe3602bqdx+oVCwSbT2LqRfis WABI1gbyW0Onfv2sFyxa3YGtEqcnFQgR2tY/ hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojRIFI0xm eIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaAzo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6 FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIcl GQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnMEEwkM7ciMsESE23yKW Uh3KS4/H55lXTOa069Vr+7qDSqeRxFOIFTqII DV9CAW2iBCwQYPMIzvFjCerJerbdla8HKZ47 hF6z3LyWVjk4=</latexit>
CS1
<latexit sha1_base6 4="FmfbuJHKnAqQcwb2kQbFMElvlf0=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eN W6MVjRdMW2lg22027dLMJuxuhlP4GLx4U8eoP 8ua/cZMGUeuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtT6uwsrq2 vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2ipKJKEuiXgkuz5WlDNB Xc00p91YUhz6nHb8STP1Ow9UKhaJOz2NqRfik WABI1gbyW0OnPvbQbli1+wMaJk4OalAjtag/ NEfRiQJqdCEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTTeamfKBpjM sEj2jNU4JAqb5YdO0cnRhmiIJKmhEaZ+nNihk OlpqFvOkOsx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fejIk40VSQxa Ig4UhHKP0cDZmkRPOpIZhIZm5FZIwlJtrkU8 pCuEpx/v3yMmmf1px6rX5zVmlU8ziKcATHUAU HLqAB19ACFwgweIRneLGE9WS9Wm+L1oKVzxz CL1jvXyQRjk0=</latexit>
CS1
<latexit sha1_base6 4="FmfbuJHKnAqQcwb2kQbFMElvlf0=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eN W6MVjRdMW2lg22027dLMJuxuhlP4GLx4U8eoP 8ua/cZMGUeuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtT6uwsrq2 vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2ipKJKEuiXgkuz5WlDNB Xc00p91YUhz6nHb8STP1Ow9UKhaJOz2NqRfik WABI1gbyW0OnPvbQbli1+wMaJk4OalAjtag/ NEfRiQJqdCEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTTeamfKBpjM sEj2jNU4JAqb5YdO0cnRhmiIJKmhEaZ+nNihk OlpqFvOkOsx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fejIk40VSQxa Ig4UhHKP0cDZmkRPOpIZhIZm5FZIwlJtrkU8 pCuEpx/v3yMmmf1px6rX5zVmlU8ziKcATHUAU HLqAB19ACFwgweIRneLGE9WS9Wm+L1oKVzxz CL1jvXyQRjk0=</latexit>
CS2
<latexit sha1_base6 4="t6Kt8PIHW4xh+QdNP3SC+6Yy6io=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/Lg VevFY0bSFNpbNdtMu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqD vPlv3KRB1Ppg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW3701pZXVvf 2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRUlklCXRDySXR8rypmg rmaa024sKQ59Tjv+pJn6nQcqFYvEnZ7G1AvxS LCAEayN5DYHtfvbQalsV+0MaJk4OSlDjtag9 NEfRiQJqdCEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTTebGfKBpjM sEj2jNU4JAqb5YdO0enRhmiIJKmhEaZ+nNihk OlpqFvOkOsx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fejIk40VSQxa Ig4UhHKP0cDZmkRPOpIZhIZm5FZIwlJtrkU8 xCuEpx/v3yMmnXqk69Wr85KzcqeRwFOIYTqIA DF9CAa2iBCwQYPMIzvFjCerJerbdF64qVzxz BL1jvXyWXjk4=</latexit>
CS2
<latexit sha1_base6 4="t6Kt8PIHW4xh+QdNP3SC+6Yy6io=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/Lg VevFY0bSFNpbNdtMu3WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqD vPlv3KRB1Ppg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW3701pZXVvf 2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbRUlklCXRDySXR8rypmg rmaa024sKQ59Tjv+pJn6nQcqFYvEnZ7G1AvxS LCAEayN5DYHtfvbQalsV+0MaJk4OSlDjtag9 NEfRiQJqdCEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTTebGfKBpjM sEj2jNU4JAqb5YdO0enRhmiIJKmhEaZ+nNihk OlpqFvOkOsx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fejIk40VSQxa Ig4UhHKP0cDZmkRPOpIZhIZm5FZIwlJtrkU8 xCuEpx/v3yMmnXqk69Wr85KzcqeRwFOIYTqIA DF9CAa2iBCwQYPMIzvFjCerJerbdF64qVzxz BL1jvXyWXjk4=</latexit>
CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="Momg+HXbvRuy8a4 6+LxDLwg94Sk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eNW6MVjhaYttLFstpt26 WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/4yYNotYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edV SUSEJdEvFI9nysKGeCupppTnuxpDj0Oe3602bqdx+oVCwSbT2LqRfisWABI1gbyW0Onfv2sFy xa3YGtEqcnFQgR2tY/hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojRIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaA zo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIclGQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnM EEwkM7ciMsESE23yKWUh3KS4/H55lXTOa069Vr+7qDSqeRxFOIFTqIIDV9CAW2iBCwQYPMIzv FjCerJerbdla8HKZ47hF6z3LyWVjk4=</latexit>
CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="Momg+HXbvRuy8a4 6+LxDLwg94Sk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eNW6MVjhaYttLFstpt26 WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/4yYNotYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edV SUSEJdEvFI9nysKGeCupppTnuxpDj0Oe3602bqdx+oVCwSbT2LqRfisWABI1gbyW0Onfv2sFy xa3YGtEqcnFQgR2tY/hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojRIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaA zo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIclGQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnM EEwkM7ciMsESE23yKWUh3KS4/H55lXTOa069Vr+7qDSqeRxFOIFTqIIDV9CAW2iBCwQYPMIzv FjCerJerbdla8HKZ47hF6z3LyWVjk4=</latexit>
CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="OMUKc2v0XmUwHg2 cdqF5vzkX8Vg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/LgVevFYoWkLbSyb7aZdu tmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuEmDqPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnStv2p7W2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OOy pKJKEuiXgkez5WlDNBXc00p71YUhz6nHb9aTP1uw9UKhaJtp7F1AvxWLCAEayN5DaHtfv2sFS 2q3YGtEqcnJQhR2tY+hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojhIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaB zo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIclGQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnM EEwkM7ciMsESE23yKWYh3KS4/H55lXRqVaderd9dlBuVPI4CnMIZVMCBK2jALbTABQIMHuEZX ixhPVmv1tuydc3KZ07gF6z3Lycbjk8=</latexit>
CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="OMUKc2v0XmUwHg2 cdqF5vzkX8Vg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/LgVevFYoWkLbSyb7aZdu tmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuEmDqPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnStv2p7W2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OOy pKJKEuiXgkez5WlDNBXc00p71YUhz6nHb9aTP1uw9UKhaJtp7F1AvxWLCAEayN5DaHtfv2sFS 2q3YGtEqcnJQhR2tY+hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojhIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaB zo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIclGQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnM EEwkM7ciMsESE23yKWYh3KS4/H55lXRqVaderd9dlBuVPI4CnMIZVMCBK2jALbTABQIMHuEZX ixhPVmv1tuydc3KZ07gF6z3Lycbjk8=</latexit>
C111
<latexit sha1_base64="8AXD6eVnh45416F Qj46ZSVuqVds=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovQVUms+NgVunFZwT6gjWUynbRDJ 5M4MxFK6E+4caGIW3/HnX/jJA2i1gMXDufcy733eBFnStv2p1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHHR XGktA2CXkoex5WlDNB25ppTnuRpDjwOO1602bqdx+oVCwUt3oWUTfAY8F8RrA2Uq85dO4Sx5k PyxW7ZmdAy8TJSQVytIblj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7npUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6MMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZSFcpTj/fnmZdE5rTr1WvzmrNKp5HEU4gmOoggMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0Fqx85hB+wXr/Aicsj3I=</latexit>
C112
<latexit sha1_base64="8IfKUQ1GrChAvyN 5G+wAbyNhxOc=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u4Sx5k PS2W7amdAy8TJSRlytIalj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7nxUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6NMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZiFcpTj/fnmZdGpVp16t35yVG5U8jgIcwwlUwIELaMA1tKANBDg8w jO8WPfWk/VqvS1aV6x85gh+wXr/Aii1j3M=</latexit> C111
<latexit sha1_base64="8AXD6eVnh45416F Qj46ZSVuqVds=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovQVUms+NgVunFZwT6gjWUynbRDJ 5M4MxFK6E+4caGIW3/HnX/jJA2i1gMXDufcy733eBFnStv2p1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHHR XGktA2CXkoex5WlDNB25ppTnuRpDjwOO1602bqdx+oVCwUt3oWUTfAY8F8RrA2Uq85dO4Sx5k PyxW7ZmdAy8TJSQVytIblj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7npUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6MMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZSFcpTj/fnmZdE5rTr1WvzmrNKp5HEU4gmOoggMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0Fqx85hB+wXr/Aicsj3I=</latexit>
C112
<latexit sha1_base64="8IfKUQ1GrChAvyN 5G+wAbyNhxOc=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u4Sx5k PS2W7amdAy8TJSRlytIalj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7nxUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6NMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZiFcpTj/fnmZdGpVp16t35yVG5U8jgIcwwlUwIELaMA1tKANBDg8w jO8WPfWk/VqvS1aV6x85gh+wXr/Aii1j3M=</latexit>
C121
<latexit sha1_base64="wrkL4ldPRkJnYDh CKc9OcbOcJJE=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdccOneJU5s PS2W7amdAy8TJSRlytIalj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7nxUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6NMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZiFcpTj/fnmZdGpVp16t35yVG5U8jgIcwwlUwIELaMA1tKANBDg8w jO8WPfWk/VqvS1aV6x85gh+wXr/Aiixj3M=</latexit>
C122
<latexit sha1_base64="g8Rwaux/amdPwJ4 5XcekQZ/loxI=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u4SpzY flsp21c6AlomTkzLkaA1LH4NRSOKACk04Vqrv2JF2Eyw1I5zOi4NY0QiTKR7TvqECB1S5SXb vHJ0aZYT8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0rNAs90BlhP1F8vFf/z+rH2L92EiSjWVJDFIj/mSIcofR6NmKRE 85khmEhmbkVkgiUm2kRUzEK4SnH+/fIy6dSqTr1avzkrNyp5HAU4hhOogAMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0rlj5zBH8gvX+BSo6j3Q=</latexit>
C212
<latexit sha1_base64="eOFkkt7MdBrtW48 Hwj6lo3JzSfo=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u6SmjM flsp21c6AlomTkzLkaA1LH4NRSOKACk04Vqrv2JF2Eyw1I5zOi4NY0QiTKR7TvqECB1S5SXb vHJ0aZYT8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0rNAs90BlhP1F8vFf/z+rH2L92EiSjWVJDFIj/mSIcofR6NmKRE 85khmEhmbkVkgiUm2kRUzEK4SnH+/fIy6dSqTr1avzkrNyp5HAU4hhOogAMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0rlj5zBH8gvX+BSo7j3Q=</latexit>
C211
<latexit sha1_base64="jaIJeve6vG8KxWn eeBVb4AI9T0U=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdccOndJzZk PS2W7amdAy8TJSRlytIalj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7nxUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6NMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZiFcpTj/fnmZdGpVp16t35yVG5U8jgIcwwlUwIELaMA1tKANBDg8w jO8WPfWk/VqvS1aV6x85gh+wXr/Aiiyj3M=</latexit>
C221
<latexit sha1_base64="r48/C6Ivb5NRM8L l3sQ3r5jetxo=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdccOndJrTY flsp21c6AlomTkzLkaA1LH4NRSOKACk04Vqrv2JF2Eyw1I5zOi4NY0QiTKR7TvqECB1S5SXb vHJ0aZYT8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0rNAs90BlhP1F8vFf/z+rH2L92EiSjWVJDFIj/mSIcofR6NmKRE 85khmEhmbkVkgiUm2kRUzEK4SnH+/fIy6dSqTr1avzkrNyp5HAU4hhOogAMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0rlj5zBH8gvX+BSo3j3Q=</latexit>
C222
<latexit sha1_base64="xavpQnG9G6Mi8T8 XGjV0mIttLFw=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u6SWm0 +LJXtqp0BLRMnJ2XI0RqWPgajkMQBFZpwrFTfsSPtJlhqRjidFwexohEmUzymfUMFDqhyk+z eOTo1ygj5oTQlNMrUnxMJDpSaBZ7pDLCeqL9eKv7n9WPtX7oJE1GsqSCLRX7MkQ5R+jwaMUmJ 5jNDMJHM3IrIBEtMtImomIVwleL8++Vl0qlVnXq1fnNWblTyOApwDCdQAQcuoAHX0II2EODwC M/wYt1bT9ar9bZoXbHymSP4Bev9CyvAj3U=</latexit>
C121
<latexit sha1_base64="wrkL4ldPRkJnYDh CKc9OcbOcJJE=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdccOneJU5s PS2W7amdAy8TJSRlytIalj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7nxUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6NMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZiFcpTj/fnmZdGpVp16t35yVG5U8jgIcwwlUwIELaMA1tKANBDg8w jO8WPfWk/VqvS1aV6x85gh+wXr/Aiixj3M=</latexit>
C122
<latexit sha1_base64="g8Rwaux/amdPwJ4 5XcekQZ/loxI=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u4SpzY flsp21c6AlomTkzLkaA1LH4NRSOKACk04Vqrv2JF2Eyw1I5zOi4NY0QiTKR7TvqECB1S5SXb vHJ0aZYT8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0rNAs90BlhP1F8vFf/z+rH2L92EiSjWVJDFIj/mSIcofR6NmKRE 85khmEhmbkVkgiUm2kRUzEK4SnH+/fIy6dSqTr1avzkrNyp5HAU4hhOogAMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0rlj5zBH8gvX+BSo6j3Q=</latexit>
C211
<latexit sha1_base64="jaIJeve6vG8KxWn eeBVb4AI9T0U=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdccOndJzZk PS2W7amdAy8TJSRlytIalj8EoJHFAhSYcK9V37Ei7CZaaEU7nxUGsaITJFI9p31CBA6rcJLt 3jk6NMkJ+KE0JjTL150SCA6VmgWc6A6wn6q+Xiv95/Vj7l27CRBRrKshikR9zpEOUPo9GTFKi +cwQTCQztyIywRITbSIqZiFcpTj/fnmZdGpVp16t35yVG5U8jgIcwwlUwIELaMA1tKANBDg8w jO8WPfWk/VqvS1aV6x85gh+wXr/Aiiyj3M=</latexit>
C212
<latexit sha1_base64="eOFkkt7MdBrtW48 Hwj6lo3JzSfo=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u6SmjM flsp21c6AlomTkzLkaA1LH4NRSOKACk04Vqrv2JF2Eyw1I5zOi4NY0QiTKR7TvqECB1S5SXb vHJ0aZYT8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0rNAs90BlhP1F8vFf/z+rH2L92EiSjWVJDFIj/mSIcofR6NmKRE 85khmEhmbkVkgiUm2kRUzEK4SnH+/fIy6dSqTr1avzkrNyp5HAU4hhOogAMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0rlj5zBH8gvX+BSo7j3Q=</latexit>
C221
<latexit sha1_base64="r48/C6Ivb5NRM8L l3sQ3r5jetxo=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdccOndJrTY flsp21c6AlomTkzLkaA1LH4NRSOKACk04Vqrv2JF2Eyw1I5zOi4NY0QiTKR7TvqECB1S5SXb vHJ0aZYT8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0rNAs90BlhP1F8vFf/z+rH2L92EiSjWVJDFIj/mSIcofR6NmKRE 85khmEhmbkVkgiUm2kRUzEK4SnH+/fIy6dSqTr1avzkrNyp5HAU4hhOogAMX0IBraEEbCHB4h Gd4se6tJ+vVelu0rlj5zBH8gvX+BSo3j3Q=</latexit>
C222
<latexit sha1_base64="xavpQnG9G6Mi8T8 XGjV0mIttLFw=">AAAB73icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBG6KkkrPnaFblxWsA9oY5lMJ+3Qy STOTIQS+hNuXCji1t9x5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aa2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDjg pjSWibhDyUPQ8rypmgbc00p71IUhx4nHa9aTP1uw9UKhaKWz2LqBvgsWA+I1gbqdcc1u6SWm0 +LJXtqp0BLRMnJ2XI0RqWPgajkMQBFZpwrFTfsSPtJlhqRjidFwexohEmUzymfUMFDqhyk+z eOTo1ygj5oTQlNMrUnxMJDpSaBZ7pDLCeqL9eKv7n9WPtX7oJE1GsqSCLRX7MkQ5R+jwaMUmJ 5jNDMJHM3IrIBEtMtImomIVwleL8++Vl0qlVnXq1fnNWblTyOApwDCdQAQcuoAHX0II2EODwC M/wYt1bT9ar9bZoXbHymSP4Bev9CyvAj3U=</latexit>
CS1 ⇥ C111 ⇥ CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="bkqXgEFIEh7+410 bl38iljZRxzk=">AAACC3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZduQovQVZlRrLordCOuKvYF7Thk0rQNzW SGJCOUoXs3rvwPNy4UcesPdOffmJkWqdYDgXPPuZebe7yQUaks68vIrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e+b+ QVMGkcCkgQMWiLaHJGGUk4aiipF2KAjyPUZa3qia+K17IiQNeF2NQ+L4aMBpn2KktOSa+apr3 93CrqI+kTApYtueLNZ11yxYJSsFXCb2nBQq2XLwdDa9rrnmtNsLcOQTrjBDUnZsK1ROjISimJ FJrhtJEiI8QgPS0ZQjvcqJ01sm8FgrPdgPhH5cwVRdnIiRL+XY93Snj9RQ/vUS8T+vE6n+hRN THkaKcDxb1I8YVAFMgoE9KghWbKwJwoLqv0I8RAJhpePLpSFcJij/nLxMmicl+7R0eqPTKIIZ suAI5EER2OAcVMAVqIEGwOABPINX8GY8Gi/Gu/Exa80Y85lD8AvG5zfC+Jv5</latexit>
CS1 ⇥ C112 ⇥ CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="DHVUamuQ+JAyYRf XasFYQg378Dg=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBBShd0Eo3aBNGIVMS9INsvsZDYZMv tgZlYIS3obK//DxkIRW38gnX/j7Cb4igcGzj3nXu7c44SMCmkYH9rK6tr6xmZmK7u9s7u3rx8c tkQQcUyaOGAB7zhIEEZ90pRUMtIJOUGew0jbGdcSv31LuKCB35CTkFgeGvrUpRhJJdl6rmab/ RvYk9QjAtbsUj82zel3bfYbtp43ikYKuEzMBclXM5Xg4XR2Vbf1WW8Q4MgjvsQMCdE1jVBaMe KSYkam2V4kSIjwGA1JV1EfqVVWnN4yhSdKGUA34Or5Eqbqz4kYeUJMPEd1ekiOxF8vEf/zupF 0z62Y+mEkiY/ni9yIQRnAJBg4oJxgySaKIMyp+ivEI8QRliq+bBrCRYLK18nLpFUqmuVi+Vql UQBzZMAxyIECMMEZqIJLUAdNgMEdeATP4EW71560V+1t3rqiLWaOwC9o75/Ejpv6</latexit>
CS1 ⇥ C121 ⇥ CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="hdGT6jtSkylDzfq ae9+EIEmHjbQ=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBBShd0Eo3aBNGIVMS9INsvsZDYZMv tgZlYIS3obK//DxkIRW38gnX/j7Cb4igcGzj3nXu7c44SMCmkYH9rK6tr6xmZmK7u9s7u3rx8c tkQQcUyaOGAB7zhIEEZ90pRUMtIJOUGew0jbGdcSv31LuKCB35CTkFgeGvrUpRhJJdl6rmab/ RvYk9QjAiZFbJam33Wp37D1vFE0UsBlYi5IvpqpBA+ns6u6rc96gwBHHvElZkiIrmmE0ooRlx QzMs32IkFChMdoSLqK+kitsuL0lik8UcoAugFXz5cwVX9OxMgTYuI5qtNDciT+eon4n9eNpHt uxdQPI0l8PF/kRgzKACbBwAHlBEs2UQRhTtVfIR4hjrBU8WXTEC4SVL5OXiatUtEsF8vXKo0C mCMDjkEOFIAJzkAVXII6aAIM7sAjeAYv2r32pL1qb/PWFW0xcwR+QXv/BMYQm/s=</latexit>
CS1 ⇥ C122 ⇥ CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="LxZgLbRLnmjdoKV TfseojZ/COCA=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4KQKuwmGLULpBGriHlBsllmJ7PJkN kHM7NCWNLbWPkfNhaK2PoD6fwbZzdB1Hhg4Nxz7uXOPU7IqJCG8all1tY3Nrey27md3b39A/3w qC2CiGPSwgELeNdBgjDqk5akkpFuyAnyHEY6zqSe+J07wgUN/KachsTy0MinLsVIKsnW83XbH NzCvqQeEbBulwexWZ79rJu2XjBKRgq4SswlKdSy1eDxbH7dsPV5fxjgyCO+xAwJ0TONUFox4p JiRma5fiRIiPAEjUhPUR+pVVac3jKDp0oZQjfg6vkSpurPiRh5Qkw9R3V6SI7FXy8R//N6kXQ vrJj6YSSJjxeL3IhBGcAkGDiknGDJpoogzKn6K8RjxBGWKr5cGsJlgur3yaukXS6ZlVLlRqVR BAtkwQnIgyIwwTmogSvQAC2AwT14Ai/gVXvQnrU37X3RmtGWM8fgF7SPL8emm/w=</latexit>
CS2 ⇥ C211 ⇥ CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="72rO4Xu98Cr+jc5 5H8cTjmTwc1A=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4KQKuwmGLULpBGriHlBsllmJ7PJkN kHM7NCWNLbWPkfNhaK2PoD6fwbZzdB1Hhg4Nxz7uXOPU7IqJCG8all1tY3Nrey27md3b39A/3w qC2CiGPSwgELeNdBgjDqk5akkpFuyAnyHEY6zqSe+J07wgUN/KachsTy0MinLsVIKsnW83W7P LiFfUk9ImDdNgdx2Zz9rJu2XjBKRgq4SswlKdSy1eDxbH7dsPV5fxjgyCO+xAwJ0TONUFox4p JiRma5fiRIiPAEjUhPUR+pVVac3jKDp0oZQjfg6vkSpurPiRh5Qkw9R3V6SI7FXy8R//N6kXQ vrJj6YSSJjxeL3IhBGcAkGDiknGDJpoogzKn6K8RjxBGWKr5cGsJlgur3yaukXS6ZlVLlRqVR BAtkwQnIgyIwwTmogSvQAC2AwT14Ai/gVXvQnrU37X3RmtGWM8fgF7SPL8Yum/s=</latexit>
CS2 ⇥ C212 ⇥ CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="+A5XAf1HvFZ9zeE 3lDpTW5JzhC4=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBBShd0Eo3aBNGIVMS9INsvsZDYZMv tgZlYIS3obK//DxkIRW38gnX/j7Cb4igcGzj3nXu7c44SMCmkYH9rK6tr6xmZmK7u9s7u3rx8c tkQQcUyaOGAB7zhIEEZ90pRUMtIJOUGew0jbGdcSv31LuKCB35CTkFgeGvrUpRhJJdl6rmaX+ jewJ6lHBEyKuGROv2uz37D1vFE0UsBlYi5IvpqpBA+ns6u6rc96gwBHHvElZkiIrmmE0ooRlx QzMs32IkFChMdoSLqK+kitsuL0lik8UcoAugFXz5cwVX9OxMgTYuI5qtNDciT+eon4n9eNpHt uxdQPI0l8PF/kRgzKACbBwAHlBEs2UQRhTtVfIR4hjrBU8WXTEC4SVL5OXiatUtEsF8vXKo0C mCMDjkEOFIAJzkAVXII6aAIM7sAjeAYv2r32pL1qb/PWFW0xcwR+QXv/BMfEm/w=</latexit>
CS2 ⇥ C221 ⇥ CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="q1yfaFErjbGU324 NHTp8xhg8egA=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmSBBShd0NRu0CacQqYl6QbJbZyWwyZP bBzKwQlvQ2Vv6HjYUitv5AOv/G2ST4igcGzj3nXu7c40aMCmkYH9rK6tr6xmZmK7u9s7u3rx8c NkUYc0waOGQhb7tIEEYD0pBUMtKOOEG+y0jLHVVTv3VLuKBhUJfjiNg+GgTUoxhJJTl6rupYv RvYldQnAlYds5dY1uS7tnp1R88bRWMGuEzMBclXMuXw4XR6VXP0abcf4tgngcQMCdExjUjaCe KSYkYm2W4sSITwCA1IR9EAqVV2MrtlAk+U0odeyNULJJypPycS5Asx9l3V6SM5FH+9VPzP68T SO7cTGkSxJAGeL/JiBmUI02Bgn3KCJRsrgjCn6q8QDxFHWKr4srMQLlKUv05eJk2raJaKpWuV RgHMkQHHIAcKwARnoAIuQQ00AAZ34BE8gxftXnvSXrW3eeuKtpg5Ar+gvX8CyUab/Q==</late xit>
CS2 ⇥ C222 ⇥ CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="nedjFROPHvtdKhs KQmEkwoX0bQI=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4KQKuwmGLULpBGriHlBsi6zk9lkyO yDmVkhLOltrPwPGwtFbP2BdP6Ns5sg0Xhg4Nxz7uXOPU7IqJCG8aVl1tY3Nrey27md3b39A/3w qC2CiGPSwgELeNdBgjDqk5akkpFuyAnyHEY6zrie+J17wgUN/KachMTy0NCnLsVIKsnW83W7f HcL+5J6RMCkiMvl6XLdtPWCUTJSwFViLkihlq0GT2ez64atz/qDAEce8SVmSIieaYTSihGXFD MyzfUjQUKEx2hIeor6SK2y4vSWKTxVygC6AVfPlzBVlydi5Akx8RzV6SE5En+9RPzP60XSvbB i6oeRJD6eL3IjBmUAk2DggHKCJZsogjCn6q8QjxBHWKr4cmkIlwmqPyevkna5ZFZKlRuVRhHM kQUnIA+KwATnoAauQAO0AAYP4Bm8gjftUXvR3rWPeWtGW8wcg1/QPr8Bytyb/g==</latexit>
S
<latexit sha1_base6 4="lebwlQtHvRLq4yfr+OUE6FOl4FI=">AAA B6HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0XoqiRWfOw Kbly2aB/QhjKZ3rRjJ5MwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/J nX/jJA2i1gMXDufcy733eBFnStv2p1VYWV1b 3yhulra2d3b3yvsHHRXGkkKbhjyUPY8o4ExA WzPNoRdJIIHHoetNr1O/+wBSsVDc6VkEbkDGg vmMEm2k1u2wXLFrdga8TJycVFCO5rD8MRiFN A5AaMqJUn3HjrSbEKkZ5TAvDWIFEaFTMoa+o YIEoNwkO3SOT4wywn4oTQmNM/XnREICpWaBZz oDoifqr5eK/3n9WPuXbsJEFGsQdLHIjznWIU 6/xiMmgWo+M4RQycytmE6IJFSbbEpZCFcpzr 9fXiad05pTr9VbZ5VGNY+jiI7QMaoiB12gBrp BTdRGFAF6RM/oxbq3nqxX623RWrDymUP0C9b 7F78bjPQ=</latexit>
T
<latexit sha1_base6 4="9Z11XqkkkmADBWv2vEha4+mhYxI=">AAA B6HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0XoqiRWfOw Kbly20Be0oUymN+3YySTMTIQS+gVuXCji1k9y 5984SYOo9cCFwzn3cu89XsSZ0rb9aRXW1jc2 t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRV4WxpNChIQ9l3yMKOBPQ 0Uxz6EcSSOBx6Hmz29TvPYBULBRtPY/ADchEM J9Roo3Uao/KFbtmZ8CrxMlJBeVojsofw3FI4 wCEppwoNXDsSLsJkZpRDovSMFYQETojExgYK kgAyk2yQxf4zChj7IfSlNA4U39OJCRQah54pj Mgeqr+eqn4nzeItX/tJkxEsQZBl4v8mGMd4v RrPGYSqOZzQwiVzNyK6ZRIQrXJppSFcJPi8v vlVdI9rzn1Wr11UWlU8ziK6ASdoipy0BVqoDv URB1EEaBH9IxerHvryXq13patBSufOUa/YL1 /AcCfjPU=</latexit>
Figure 1: Matrix multiplication decomposed into subtasks using Lemma 9 for a = b = c = 2 and
n = 8. The notation follows the proof of Lemma 9.
There are now ab pairs (CSi , C
T
j ), each corresponding to a subcube C
S
i × V ×CTj . We now partition
each of these subcubes in parallel as follows. First, we partition the nodes into ab sets of n/ab = c
nodes, each such set Bij corresponding to a pair of indices (i, j) ∈ [b]× [a]. The final partition is
now computed as follows:
(1) Nodes redistribute the input matrices so that node v holds column v of S and row v of T .
This can be done in O(1) rounds.
(2) In parallel for each i and j, node v sends the number of non-zero elements in S[CSi , v] and
T [v, CTj ] to all nodes in Bij .
(3) Nodes in Bij compute a partition of V into c sets C
ij
1 , C
ij
2 , . . . , C
ij
c of consecutive indices
such that the number of non-zero entries in S[CSi , C
ij
k ] is O
(
ρSn/bc+ n
)
and the number of
non-zero entries in T [Cijk , C
T
j ] is O
(
ρTn/ac+ n
)
; such partition exists by Lemma 7.
(4) For each Cijk , the kth node in Bij broadcasts the first and last index of C
ij
k to all other
nodes, allowing all nodes to reconstruct these sets.
The subcubes CSi × Cijk × CTj are now known globally. Furthermore, since n/bc = a and n/ac = b,
the subcubes satisfy the requirements of the claim by construction.
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2.1.3 Intermediate products
Balancing. As an auxiliary tool, we want to solve a balancing task where each node i has n
weighted entries with weights wi1, wi2, . . . , win ∈ N that satisfy∑
i,j
wij ≤W , wij ≤ n ,
and the task is to re-distribute the entries so that each node has n entries with total weight
O(W/n+ n). Concretely, we assume each weighted entry consists of the weight and O(log n) bits of
data.
Lemma 10. The above balancing task can be solved in O(1) rounds in Congested Clique.
Proof. As a first step, we globally learn the distribution of different weights, and compute a globally
known ordering for the weighted entries:
(1) All nodes send the number of entries with weight exactly i to node i, with node 1 handling
entries with both weight 0 and 1. Node i broadcasts the total to all other nodes.
(2) Nodes sort the weighted entries using Lenzen’s sorting algorithm [43].
Since all nodes know the distribution of the weights, all nodes can now locally compute what entries
other nodes hold. This gives us a globally consistent numbering for the weighted entries, which we
can use to solve the balancing task:
(1) Nodes locally compute a partition of weighted entries into n sets of size n with total weight
O(W/n+ n); such partition exists by Lemma 5.
(2) Each set is assigned to a separate node. Nodes redistribute the entries so that each node
receives their assigned set in O(1) rounds.
All steps clearly take O(1) rounds.
Computing intermediate products. We now show how to compute the intermediate products
given by the cube partition of Lemma 9. The following lemma is in fact more general; we will use it
as a subroutine in subsequent steps of the algorithm.
Lemma 11. Let V1, V2, . . . , Vn be a partition of V
3 as in Lemma 9, and let σ : V → [n] be a (not
necessarily bijective) function that is known to all nodes. There is a Congested Clique algorithm
running in O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds such that after the completion of the algorithm, each node
v locally knows the product
P σ(v) = S[V Sσ(v), V
P
σ(v)]T [V
P
σ(v), V
T
σ(v)] .
Proof. For each i, j ∈ V , define wij as
wij =
{
|{v ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ V Sσ(v) × V Pσ(v)}|, if S[i, j] is non-zero, and
0, otherwise,
that is, wij is the number of times S[i, j] appears in matrices S[V
S
σ(v), V
P
σ(v)], or 0 if S[i, j] is a zero
entry. Clearly we have wij ≤ n, and since the partition satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9, we have
that ∑
i,j
wij =
∑
v∈V
nz
(
S[V Sσ(v), V
P
σ(v)]
)
= O
(
ρSna+ n
2
)
.
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All nodes can compute the values wij locally for their own row, since they depend only on the
partition and function σ.
We now distribute the entries of input matrix S so that each node learns the matrix S[V Sσ(v), V
P
σ(v)]:
(1) Using Lemma 10, we balance the input entries so that each node holds n entries with total
weight O(ρSa+ n). Specifically, for each entry a node receives, it receives the value S[i, j]
along with the index (i, j).
(2) Since the nodes know the partition and function σ, each node computes to which nodes it
needs to send each of the entries it received in the first step. Since each entry is duplicated
wij times, each node needs to send O(ρSa+ n) messages, and dually, each node needs to
receive a submatrix of S with O(ρSa + n) entries. These messages can be delivered in
O(ρSa/n+ 1) rounds.
By identical argument, each node v can learn the matrix T [V Pσ(v), V
T
σ(v)] in O(ρT b/n+ 1) rounds and
compute P σ(v) locally.
2.1.4 Balanced intermediate products
We say that an intermediate value in the matrix multiplication is a value
pvWu = S[v,W ]T [W,u] =
∑
w∈W
S[v, w]T [w, u] .
That is, an intermediate value is a partial sum of products for a single position of the output matrix.
For concreteness, we encode these in the Congested Clique implementation as tuples (pvWu, v, u).
Lemma 12. There is a Congested Clique algorithm running in O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds
such that after the completion of the algorithm,
(1) each node holds O(ρ̂STn/ab) = O(ρ̂ST c) non-zero intermediate values, and
(2) each non-zero elementary product S[v, w]T [w, u] in the matrix multiplication is included in
exactly one intermediate value held by some node.
Proof. As the first part of the algorithm, we compute all the intermediate product matrices and
learn their densities:
(1) Compute a partition of V 3 using Lemma 9.
(2) Applying Lemma 11 with σ1(v) = v, each node computes the matrix
P v = S[V Sv , V
P
v ]T [V
P
v , V
T
v ] .
This takes O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds.
(3) Each node v broadcasts the number of non-zero entries in P v to all other nodes.
Next, we want to balance the dense intermediate product matrices between multiple nodes. We
cannot do this directly, but we can instead duplicate the products:
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(1) Construct a function σ2 so that for each v with nz(P
v) ≥ ρ̂ST c, there are at least bnz(P
v)
ρ̂ST c
c
values u ∈ V satisfying σ2(u) = v. To see that this is possible, we observe that by the
definition of ρ̂ST , there are at most ρ̂STn positions where matrices P
v can have non-zero
entries and each such position is duplicated c times in the partition of the cube V 3, implying
that
∑
v∈V nz(P
v) ≤ ρ̂STnc. Thus, we have∑
v∈V
bnz(P
v)
ρ̂ST c
c ≤
∑
v∈V
nz(P v)
ρ̂ST c
=
1
ρ̂ST c
∑
v∈V
nz(P v) ≤ ρ̂STnc
ρ̂ST c
= n .
This step can be done locally using information obtained in the first part of the algorithm.
(2) Apply Lemma 11 with σ2. This takes O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds.
(3) For each u, each node v with σ1(v) = u or σ2(v) = u assumes responsibility for O(ρ̂ST c)
entries of the matrix P u and discards the rest. More specifically, node v determines i such
that v is the ith node responsible for P u, splits the non-zero entries of P u into dnz(Pu)ρ̂ST c e
parts and selects the ith part; if both σ1(v) = u and σ2(v) = u, then v selects two parts.
This step can be done locally based on information obtained earlier.
After the completion of the algorithm, each node has O(ρ̂ST c) intermediate values from at most
two matrices P v. The total running time is O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds.
2.1.5 Balanced summation
Lemma 13. Assume that the non-zero intermediate values of the matrix multiplication P = ST
have been computed as in Lemma 12. Then there is a Congested Clique algorithm running in
O(ρ̂ST c/n+ 1) rounds that computes the output matrix P .
Proof. We start by initializing each row of the output matrix to all zero values. Our objective is to
accumulate the intermediate values to this initial matrix, with each node v being responsible for the
row v of the output matrix.
All nodes split their intermediate values into O(ρ̂ST c/n) sets of at most n intermediate values.
We then repeat the algorithm O(ρ̂ST c/n + 1) times, each repetition accumulating one set of n
intermediate values from each node:
(1) Nodes sort the n2 intermediate values being processes globally by matrix position. This
takes O(1) rounds using Lenzen’s sorting algorithm.
(2) Each node locally sums all intermediate products it received corresponding to the same
position.
(3) Each node broadcasts the minimum and maximum matrix position it currently holds. Nodes
use this information to deduce if the same matrix position occurs in multiple nodes. If so,
all sums corresponding to that position are sent to the smallest id node having that position;
each node sends at most one sum and receives at most one sum from each other node, so
this step takes O(1) rounds.
(4) If a node received new values from other nodes, these are now added to the appropriate sum.
(5) All nodes now hold sums corresponding to at most n matrix positions. Using Lenzen’s
routing algorithm, we redistribute these so that node v obtains sums corresponding to
positions on row v; this takes O(1) rounds. Node v then accumulates these sums to the
output matrix.
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Clearly, after completion of all repeats, we have obtained the output matrix P . Since each repeat of
the accumulation algorithm takes O(1) rounds, and there are O(ρ̂ST c/n + 1) repeats, the whole
process takes O(ρ̂ST c/n+ 1) rounds.
2.2 Matrix multiplication with sparsification
Our second matrix multiplication result is a variant of sparse matrix multiplication where we control
the density of the output matrix.
Problem definition. In this section, we assume our semiring (R,+, ·, 0, 1) satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) there is a total order < on R, and
(2) the addition operation + satisfies x+ y = min(x, y), where min is taken in terms of order <.
Let P be a matrix and let 0 ≤ ρ ≤ n be an integer. We define the ρ-filtered version of P as a
matrix P such that each row of P contains ρ smallest entries of P , that is,
(1) either P [v, u] = 0 or P [v, u] = P [v, u],
(2) if row v of P has σ non-zero entries, then row v for P has min(σ, ρ) non-zero entries, and
(3) if P [v, u] = 0 and P [v, u] 6= 0, then maxw P [v, w] ≤ P [v, u].
When ρ is clear from the context, we call P a filtered version of P .
Let S and T be the input matrices over the semiring R and denote P = ST . In the filtered
matrix multiplication problem, we are given the input matrices S and T along with an output density
parameter ρ, and the task is to compute a ρ-filtered output matrix P .
Filtered matrix multiplication algorithm. We now prove an analogue of Theorem 8 for the
filtered matrix multiplication problem. Our result is the following:
Theorem 14. Assume we know beforehand a set R′ ⊆ R of semiring elements that can appear
during the computation of the product ST , and |R′| = W . Then ρ-filtered matrix multiplication can
be computed in
O
(
(ρSρTρ)
1/3
n2/3
+ logW
)
rounds in the Congested Clique. In particular, when the underlying semiring is the min-plus
semiring and the matrix entries are integers of absolute value at most O(nc) for a constant c ≥ 1,
the running time is
O
(
(ρSρTρ)
1/3
n2/3
+ log n
)
rounds.
The high-level proof idea is largely the same as for Theorem 8. However, since we now cannot
guarantee that the output matrix, and by extension the results of the subtasks, are sparse, we will
have to perform part of the filtering before we sum the intermediate results together – in essence,
between Steps (2) and (3) of the sparse matrix multiplication algorithm.
For this first filtering step, we group the nodes into sets responsible for subsets of intermediate
results on the same row of the output matrix, and perform multiple parallel binary searches to
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CS1
<latexit sha1_base64="FmfbuJHKnAqQcwb 2kQbFMElvlf0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eNW6MVjRdMW2lg22027d LMJuxuhlP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cZMGUeuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtT6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2i pKJKEuiXgkuz5WlDNBXc00p91YUhz6nHb8STP1Ow9UKhaJOz2NqRfikWABI1gbyW0OnPvbQbl i1+wMaJk4OalAjtag/NEfRiQJqdCEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTTeamfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqb5YdO0c nRhmiIJKmhEaZ+nNihkOlpqFvOkOsx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fejIk40VSQxaIg4UhHKP0cDZmkRPOp IZhIZm5FZIwlJtrkU8pCuEpx/v3yMmmf1px6rX5zVmlU8ziKcATHUAUHLqAB19ACFwgweIRne LGE9WS9Wm+L1oKVzxzCL1jvXyQRjk0=</latexit>
CS2
<latexit sha1_base64="t6Kt8PIHW4xh+Qd NP3SC+6Yy6io=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/LgVevFY0bSFNpbNdtMu3 WzC7kYopb/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3KRB1Ppg4PHeDDPz/JgzpW3701pZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHbR UlklCXRDySXR8rypmgrmaa024sKQ59Tjv+pJn6nQcqFYvEnZ7G1AvxSLCAEayN5DYHtfvbQal sV+0MaJk4OSlDjtag9NEfRiQJqdCEY6V6jh1rb4alZoTTebGfKBpjMsEj2jNU4JAqb5YdO0e nRhmiIJKmhEaZ+nNihkOlpqFvOkOsx+qvl4r/eb1EB5fejIk40VSQxaIg4UhHKP0cDZmkRPOp IZhIZm5FZIwlJtrkU8xCuEpx/v3yMmnXqk69Wr85KzcqeRwFOIYTqIADF9CAa2iBCwQYPMIzv FjCerJerbdF64qVzxzBL1jvXyWXjk4=</latexit>
CT2
<latexit sha1_base6 4="OMUKc2v0XmUwHg2cdqF5vzkX8Vg=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/Lg VevFYoWkLbSyb7aZdutmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUH efPfuEmDqPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnStv2p7W2vrG5 tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OOypKJKEuiXgkez5WlDNB Xc00p71YUhz6nHb9aTP1uw9UKhaJtp7F1AvxW LCAEayN5DaHtfv2sFS2q3YGtEqcnJQhR2tY+ hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojhIFI0xm eIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaBzo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6 FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIcl GQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnMEEwkM7ciMsESE23yKW Yh3KS4/H55lXRqVaderd9dlBuVPI4CnMIZVMC BK2jALbTABQIMHuEZXixhPVmv1tuydc3KZ07 gF6z3Lycbjk8=</latexit>
CT1
<latexit sha1_base6 4="Momg+HXbvRuy8a46+LxDLwg94Sk=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eN W6MVjhaYttLFstpt26WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf 5M1/4yYNotYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn1ZhbX1j c6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edVSUSEJdEvFI9nysKGeC upppTnuxpDj0Oe3602bqdx+oVCwSbT2LqRfis WABI1gbyW0Onfv2sFyxa3YGtEqcnFQgR2tY/ hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojRIFI0xm eIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaAzo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6 FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIcl GQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnMEEwkM7ciMsESE23yKW Uh3KS4/H55lXTOa069Vr+7qDSqeRxFOIFTqII DV9CAW2iBCwQYPMIzvFjCerJerbdla8HKZ47 hF6z3LyWVjk4=</latexit>
CT2
<latexit sha1_base64="OMUKc2v0XmUwHg2 cdqF5vzkX8Vg=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJW/LgVevFYoWkLbSyb7aZdu tmE3Y1QSn+DFw+KePUHefPfuEmDqPXBwOO9GWbm+TFnStv2p7W2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OOy pKJKEuiXgkez5WlDNBXc00p71YUhz6nHb9aTP1uw9UKhaJtp7F1AvxWLCAEayN5DaHtfv2sFS 2q3YGtEqcnJQhR2tY+hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojhIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaB zo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIclGQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnM EEwkM7ciMsESE23yKWYh3KS4/H55lXRqVaderd9dlBuVPI4CnMIZVMCBK2jALbTABQIMHuEZX ixhPVmv1tuydc3KZ07gF6z3Lycbjk8=</latexit>
CT1
<latexit sha1_base64="Momg+HXbvRuy8a4 6+LxDLwg94Sk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JY8eNW6MVjhaYttLFstpt26 WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/4yYNotYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bn1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edV SUSEJdEvFI9nysKGeCupppTnuxpDj0Oe3602bqdx+oVCwSbT2LqRfisWABI1gbyW0Onfv2sFy xa3YGtEqcnFQgR2tY/hiMIpKEVGjCsVJ9x461N8dSM8LpojRIFI0xmeIx7RsqcEiVN8+OXaA zo4xQEElTQqNM/Tkxx6FSs9A3nSHWE/XXS8X/vH6ig2tvzkScaCrIclGQcKQjlH6ORkxSovnM EEwkM7ciMsESE23yKWUh3KS4/H55lXTOa069Vr+7qDSqeRxFOIFTqIIDV9CAW2iBCwQYPMIzv FjCerJerbdla8HKZ47hF6z3LyWVjk4=</latexit>
Figure 2: Example of combining the intermediate product matrices to form the matrices Pk for
a = b = c = 2 and n = 8.
identify which intermediate results can be safely filtered out. This allows us to discard all but
O(ρnc) intermediate entries, which gives us the additive O(logW ) overhead in the algorithm. After
filtering, we follow the same strategy as in the sparse matrix multiplication algorithm – namely,
Steps (3) and (4) – to sum together the intermediate entries. Each node will then hold a partially
filtered row of the output matrix P = ST . We can then perform a second filtering step locally to
obtain P .
2.2.1 Algorithm description
Cube partitioning in detail. For the filtered version of the matrix multiplication, we need to
keep more detailed track of the partitioning given by Lemma 9. Specifically, Lemma 9 gives us a
partitioning of the cube V 3 into n subcubes of form
CSi × Cijk × CTj , (i, j, k) ∈ [b]× [a]× [c] ,
which defines the matrix multiplication sub-tasks P v = SvT v. In this section, we write the products
SvT v instead as S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ].
Filtering. To precisely formulate our filtering steps, we define n× n matrices Pk for k ∈ [c] by
setting
Pk[C
S
i , C
T
j ] = S[C
S
i , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] .
That is, each Pk is obtained by combining the smaller n/b× n/a matrices S[CSi , Cijk ]T [Cijk , CTj ] into
an n× n square matrix; see Figure 2. In particular, the final unfiltered product matrix P = ST is
obtained by summing the Pk matrices as P =
∑c
k=1 Pk.
We can obtain the filtered version P of the final output matrix P by first applying the filtering
to the matrices Pk and then filtering the sum of those matrices again, that is,
Q =
c∑
k=1
Pk , P = Q .
Moreover, by the definition of filtering, each matrix Pk has density at most ρ, so the total number of
entries in matrices Pk is O(ρnc). The high-level idea of our algorithm is now that after computation
of the matrix multiplication subtasks S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ], we identify which intermediate values
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are entries of the matrices Pk and discard the rest, which allows us to complete the summation step
within the desired time budget.
Algorithm overview. More precisely, the filtered matrix multiplication algorithm proceeds in
following steps:
(1) We compute a partition of the matrix multiplication task P = ST into n sparse subtasks
Pk[C
S
i , C
T
j ] = S[C
S
i , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] ,
where S[CSi , C
ij
k ] and T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] are submatrices of S and T , respectively, and we have
nz(S[CSi , C
ij
k ]) = O(ρSa) and
nz(T [Cijk , C
T
j ]) = O(ρT b) .
This step takes O(1) rounds. (Identical to Section 2.1.)
(2) Each node v learns the matrices S[CSi , C
ij
k ] and T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] for a single (i, j, k) ∈ [b]×
[a]× [c], and computes their product Pk[CSi , CTj ]. This step takes O
(
ρSa/n+ρT b/n+ 1
)
rounds. (Identical to Section 2.1.)
(3) For each k ∈ [c] and row ` of Pk, the nodes that hold entries from row ` of Pk perform
a distributed binary search to find the ρth largest value on row `. This allows us to
identify which intermediate entries that will appear in matrices Pk and to discard the
rest. This step takes O(logW ) rounds. (Lemma 15.)
(4) We balance the entries of matrices Pk so that each node holds O(ρn/ab) = O(ρc) values
that need to be summed to obtain the matrix Q =
∑
k Pk. This is achieved by duplicating
those subtasks where the output contains too many entries from matrices Pk. This step
takes O
(
ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1
)
rounds. (Lemma 16.)
(5) The intermediate values obtained in Step 5 are summed together to obtain the matrix Q
so that each node holds a single row of Q. This step takes O
(
ρc/n+1
)
rounds. (Identical
to Section 2.1.)
(6) Each node discards all but the ρ smallest entries on their row of Q to obtain final output
P . This step requires only local computation.
2.2.2 Filtering
Node grouping for filtering. We identify in an arbitrary fashion each node v ∈ V with a triple
(i, j, k) ∈ [b]× [a]× [c]. This node v is responsible for computing the intermediate product
S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] .
Furthermore, for i ∈ [b] and k ∈ [c], let Bik ⊆ V be the set of nodes corresponding to triples (i, j, k)
for j ∈ [a]. In particular, for fixed i and k, the nodes in Bik are responsible for computing the
products that give the rows ` ∈ CSi of the matrix Pk. Finally, we observe that |Bik| = a.
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Filtering intermediate products. Recall that we assume that we know a set R′ ⊆ R of size W
of semiring elements that can appear during the computation of the product ST . We now show
how the nodes compute the cutoff value for each row of each matrix Pk. Formally, to define the
cutoff value for row ` of matrix Pk, consider the set
{
(Pk[`, i], i) : Pk[`, i] 6= 0
}
equipped with the
natural ordering, that is, (r, s) < (r′, s′) if r < r or if r = r′ and s < s′. The cutoff value is the ρth
largest element in the set, or the largest if the set has size less than ρ.
Lemma 15. Assume that each node has computed the corresponding product S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ].
Then there is a Congested Clique algorithm running in O(logW ) rounds such that after the
completion of the algorithm, each node v ∈ Bik knows the cutoff value for row ` in Pk for all rows
` ∈ CSi .
Proof. Fix i ∈ [b], k ∈ [c] and a row ` ∈ CSi . We use binary search to find the smallest value r
such that there are at least ρ non-zero entries at most r on row ` of Pk. We fix a node u ∈ Bik the
coordinator for row ` of Pk. The binary search now proceeds as follows:
(1) In the first round of the search, all nodes v ∈ Bik send the coordinator u the number of
non-zero entries they have on row `. If the total number of non-zero entries is at most ρ, we
are done. Otherwise, the coordinator sets r1 = minR
′ and r2 = maxR′, and we proceed
with the binary search.
(2) In the subsequent rounds, the coordinator selects the value r′ ∈ R′ halfway between r1 and
r2 and broadcasts it to all nodes v ∈ Bik. The nodes v ∈ Bik then send the coordinator
the number of values at most r′ they have on row `. If the total number is less than ρ, the
coordinator sets r1 = r
′, and otherwise the coordinator sets r2 = r′. We repeat this step
until there are no values in R′ between r1 and r2.
The binary search finishes O(logW ) iterations. Clearly r = r2 is the desired value. To obtain the
final cutoff value, all nodes v ∈ Bik tell the coordinator (1) how many values strictly less than r they
have, and (2) how many values equal to r they have. The coordinator then determines how many
values equal to r should be kept, and determines which node in Bik holds the entry corresponding
to the cutoff value. The coordinator then queries that node to obtain the final cutoff value (r, s),
and broadcasts it to Bik. The post-processing after the binary search takes O(1) rounds.
It remains to show that we can execute all the binary searches in parallel. For each set Bik of a
nodes, the nodes have to execute O(n/b) binary searches, and we assign each node v ∈ Bik as a
leader for O(n/ab) binary searches. Thus, for each iteration of the binary search, each node v ∈ Bik
needs to send and receive O(an/ab) = O(n/b) = O(n) messages in the coordinator role. Dually,
each node participates in O(n/b) binary searches, so it needs to send and receive O(n/b) = O(n)
messages for each iteration of the binary search in the participant role. Thus, one iteration of all
binary searches can be completed in O(1) rounds.
Given the cutoff values computed by Lemma 15, all nodes can filter their local products to
discard all entries that don’t appear in matrices Pk. However, some nodes may still hold too many
entries from matrices Pk, so we will balance the entries in a similar way as in Lemma 12:
Lemma 16. Assume that the cutoff values of rows of matrices Pk are computed as per Lemma 15.
Then there is a Congested Clique algorithm running in O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds such that
after the completion of the algorithm,
(1) each node holds O(ρc) non-zero entries from matrices Pk, and
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(2) each non-zero entry of matrices Pk held by exactly one node.
Proof. For node v ∈ V , let wv be the number of entries from the matrices Pk the node v holds after
the product S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] is filtered using Lemma 15. Let αi = d |
CSi |
n/b e; note that αi = O(1).
We now want to apply Lemma 11; to this end, we construct a helper assignment function σ so that
– for each v with wv ≥ ραic, there are at least b wvραicc values u ∈ V satisfying σ(u) = v, and
– for each v ∈ Bik, all u such that σ(u) = v also satisfy u ∈ Bik.
To see that this is possible, consider a set Bik; since these nodes together hold
∣∣CSi ∣∣ rows of the
matrix Pk, we have that
∑
v∈Bik wv ≤ ρ
∣∣CSi ∣∣ ≤ ραin/b. Thus, we need to assign a total of∑
v∈Bij
b wv
ραic
c ≤
∑
v∈Bij
wv
ραic
=
1
ραic
∑
v∈Bij
wv ≤ ραin/b
ραic
= n/bc = a
nodes with σ(v) ∈ Bik. Since all nodes v ∈ V can broadcast wv and the assignments to node sets
Bik are known globally, all nodes can construct the function σ locally.
The rest of the algorithm now proceeds as follows:
(1) Apply Lemma 11 with σ. This takes O(ρSa/n+ ρT b/n+ 1) rounds.
(2) For each (i, j, k) ∈ [b] × [a] × [c], each node that either originally computed the product
S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] or was assigned it by σ computes which entries in the product are
non-zero entries of Pk; this is possible since all nodes that were assigned the product
S[CSi , C
ij
k ]T [C
ij
k , C
T
j ] are in Bik, and thus by Lemma 15 know the cutoff values for rows
r ∈ CSi of matrix Pk. Each of these nodes then assumes responsibility for O(ρc) entries of Pk
from that product and discards the rest. This step can be done locally based on information
obtained earlier.
3 Distance tools
In this section, we use our matrix multiplication algorithms to construct basic distance computation
tools that will be used for our final distance computation algorithms. Though we only use the
distance tools for undirected graphs, we note that they work also for directed graphs. As noted
before, we assume the edge weights are non-negative integers at most O(nc) for a constant c.
3.1 Distance products
Augmented min-plus semiring. The general algorithmic idea for our distance tools is to apply
the matrix multiplication algorithms over the min-plus semiring. However, to ensure that we get
consistent results in terms of hop distances, a property we require for our distance k-nearest and
(S, d, k)-source detection distance tools, we augment the basic min-plus semiring to keep track
of the number of hops.
We define the augmented min-plus semiring R to encode paths in distance computations as
follows. The elements of R are tuples (w, t), where
(1) w is either the weight of an edge or a path, or ∞, and
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(2) t is a non-negative integer or ∞, representing the number of hops.
Let ≺ be the lexicographical order on tuples (w, t), and define the addition operator min as
the minimum over the total order given by ≺. The multiplication operation + is defined as
(w1, t1) + (w2, t2) = (w1 + w2, t1 + t2). It is easy to verify that
(
R,min,+, (∞,∞), (0, 0)) is a
semiring with idempotent addition, that is, min(r, r) = r for all r. Moreover, the structure satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 14.
Distance products. We call the product of S and T over the augmented min-plus semiring
the augmented distance product of S and T , and denote it by S ? T . In particular, for a graph
G = (V,E), we define the augmented weight matrix W by setting
W [u, v] =

(0, 0) if u = v,
(w(u, v), 1) if there is an edge from u to v, and
(∞,∞) otherwise.
As with the regular distance product, the dth augmented distance product power W d gives the
distances for all pairs of nodes u, v ∈ V using paths of at most d hops, as well as the associated
number of hops.
Finally, we observe that the augmented distance product gives a consistent ordering in terms of
distance from v, in the following sense:
Lemma 17. Let v, u ∈ V , and let P be the shortest path of at most d hops from u to v. Then for
every node w on the path P , we have W d[v, w] ≺W d[u, v].
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the claim for w that is the last node on P before u, and the rest follows
by a straightforward induction. Assume towards a contradiction that w 6∈ Nk(v). If d(w, u) > 0,
then clearly d(v, w) < d(v, u) because d(v, u) = d(v, w) + d(w, u) since P is a shortest path. If
d(w, u) = 0, then the hop distance from v to u is larger by 1 compared to the hop distance between
v and w. In both cases, we have Wn[v, w] ≺Wn[v, u].
Recovering paths. As noted in [13], it is possible to recover a routing table from the distance
product algorithms in addition to the distances. Specifically, it is easy to see that since the matrix
multiplication algorithms explicitly compute the non-zero products, they can be modified to provide
a witness for each non-zero entry in a product P = ST . That is, for any non-zero P [u, v], we also
get a witness wuv ∈ V such that P [u, v] = S[u,wuv] + T [wuv, v]. This allows us to obtain, for any
distance estimate d(u, v), a node w ∈ N(v) such that the shortest path from v to u uses the edge
(v, w), as discussed in [13].
3.2 k-nearest neighbors
In the k-nearest problem, we are given an integer k, and the task is to compute for each node v
the set of k nearest nodes and distances to those nodes, breaking ties by first by hop distance and
then arbitrarily. More formally, we want each node to compute a set Nk(v) of k nodes and distances
d(v, u) for all u ∈ Nk(v), such that the values Wn[v, u] for u ∈ Nk(v) are the k smallest on row v of
Wn in terms of the order ≺ on augmented min-sum semiring R.
Note that it follows immediately from Lemma 17 that all nodes u ∈ Nk(v) are at most k hops
away from v, and all nodes on the shortest path from v to u are also in Nk(v).
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Theorem 18. The k-nearest problem can be solved in
O
((
k
n2/3
+ log n
)
log k
)
rounds in Congested Clique.
Proof. For matrix M , let M denote the matrix obtained by discarding all but the k smallest values
on each row of M . To solve the k-nearest problem, we compute the filtered version W k of the kth
power of the augmented weight matrix W as follows:
(1) All nodes v discard all but the k smallest values on row v to obtain W .
(2) We now observe that
W 2 = W ?W, W 4 = W 2 ? W 2, . . . , W k = W
k
2 ? W
k
2 .
Thus, by applying Theorem 14 with ρ = k iteratively O(log k) times, we can compute the
matrix W k in O
((
k
n2/3
+ log n
)
log k
)
rounds.
To see that this allows us to recover Nk(v), we first observe that by Lemma 17, the hop distance from
v to any node in Nk(v) is at most k. Moreover, by a simple induction argument using Lemma 17,
we have that for all non-zero entries of W k, we have W k[u, v] = W k[u, v]. Thus, the non-zero entries
on row v give us the set Nk(v) and the distances to those nodes.
3.3 Source detection
In the (S, d, k)-source detection problem, we are given a set of sources S ⊆ V and integers k
and d, and the task is to compute for each node v the set of k nearest sources within d hops, as well
as the distances to those sources using paths of at most d hops.
Theorem 19. The (S, d, k)-source detection problem can be solved in
O
((
m1/3k2/3
n
+ log n
)
d
)
or O
((
m1/3 |S|2/3
n
+ 1
)
d
)
rounds in Congested Clique, where m is the number of edges in the input graph.
Proof. To obtain the first running time, we solve the (S, d, k)-source detection problem as
follows:
(1) All nodes, including nodes in S, select the k lightest edges to nodes in S, breaking ties
arbitrarily. Let W1 be the augmented weight matrix restricted to these edges; since a total
of at most nk edges was selected, we have nz(W1) ≤ nk.
(2) We now apply Theorem 14 iteratively d times to compute the products
W2 = W ?W1, W3 = W ?W2, . . . , Wd = W ?Wd−1 .
We have ρW = m/n and ρWi = k, and use ρ = k as the output density, so computing all the
products takes O
((
m1/3k2/3
n + log n
)
d
)
rounds.
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By a simple induction using Lemma 17, we see that the non-zero entries on row v of Wi correspond
to the k nearest sources within i hops of v.
For the second running time, we instead compute the d-hop distances from set S to all other
nodes:
(1) Let U1 be the n× |S| matrix obtained by restricting the augmented weight matrix W to
edges with at least one endpoint in S. By padding matrix U1 with zero entries, we can view
it as a square matrix with density |S|.
(2) We now apply Theorem 8 iteratively d times to compute the products
U2 = W ? U1, U3 = W ? U2, . . . , Ud = W ? Ud−1 ,
where the density of W is m/n and the density of all matrices Ui is |S|, giving a total
running time of O
((
m1/3|S|2/3
n + 1
)
d
)
rounds.
The matrix Ud gives the d-hop distances between nodes in S and all other nodes, so each node can
select the k closest sources.
3.4 Distance through node set
In the distance through sets problem, we assume that each node v has a set Wv and distance
estimates δ(v, w) and δ(w, v) for all w ∈ Wv. The task is for all nodes v to compute distance
estimates minw∈Wv∩Wu{δ(v, w) + δ(w, u)} for all other nodes u ∈ V .
Theorem 20. The distance through sets problem can be solved
O
(
ρ2/3
n1/3
+ 1
)
rounds in Congested Clique, where ρ =
∑
v∈V |Wv| /n.
Proof. Define matrices W1 and W2 as
W1[v, w] =
{
δ(v, w) if w ∈Wv, and
∞ if w /∈Wv,
W2[w, v] =
{
δ(w, v) if w ∈Wv, and
∞ if w /∈Wv.
The distance product W1?W2 over the standard min-sum semiring clearly gives the desired estimates,
and since ρW1 = ρW2 = δ, it can be computed in O
(
ρ2/3
n1/3
+ 1
)
rounds by Theorem 8 (or by [14]),
using n as the density estimate for the output matrix.
4 Hopsets
In this section, we describe a construction of hopsets in polylogarithmic time in the Congested
Clique model. Given a graph G = (V,E), a (β, )-hopset H = (V,E′) is a graph on the same set
of nodes such that the β-hop distances in G ∪H give (1 + )-approximations for the distances in G.
Formally, for any pair of nodes u, v ∈ V it holds that dG(u, v) ≤ dG∪H(u, v) and
dG(u, v) ≤ dβG∪H(u, v) ≤ (1 + )dG(u, v).
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Usually the goal is to find a sparse hopset with small β. In our case, we are interested in optimizing
both β and the running time for constructing the hopset, but not necessarily the hopset size.
Our construction is based on the recent construction of hopsets in the Congested Clique of
Elkin and Neiman [24]. However, the time complexity in [24] depends on β and on the hopset size,
and is super-polylogarithmic for any choice of parameters. We show that using our new distance
tools we can implement the same construction in polylogarithmic time, regardless of the hopset
size, as long as β is polylogarithmic. In particular, we focus on a simple variant with O˜(n3/2) edges
which is enough for all our applications.1
4.1 Construction overview
We follow the hopset construction of [24], which is based on the emulators of Thorup and Zwick [56].
A similar construction appears also in [39] without a distributed implementation. We focus only on
a simple variant of [24,39,56], with slightly different parameters.
Given a graph G = (V,E), let V = A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ A2 = ∅, where A1 is a hitting set of size O(
√
n)
of all the sets Nk(v) for k = O(
√
n log n). I.e., for any node v ∈ V , there is a node from A1 among
the closest k nodes to v. We can construct A1 using Lemma 4.
For a given subset A ⊆ V , we denote by dG(v,A) the distance from v to the closest node in A.
For a node v ∈ V , let p(v) ∈ A1 be a node of distance dG(v,A1) from v. In general there may be
many possible nodes of distance dG(v,A1) from v. The node p(v) would be determined by v, as
follows. During our algorithm, each node computes the set Nk(v). Since A1 is a hitting set there is
a node from A1 in the set Nk(v) computed, and v defines p(v) to be the closest such node (breaking
ties arbitrarily). For a node v ∈ A0 \A1, we define the bunch
B(v) = {u ∈ A0 : dG(v, u) < dG(v,A1)} ∪ p(v),
and for a node v ∈ A1, we define the bunch B(v) = A1.
The hopset is the set of edges H = {{v, u} : v ∈ V, u ∈ B(v)}. We would like to set the length
of an edge {v, u} to be dG(v, u). However, we cannot necessarily compute these values. During our
algorithm we add exactly all the edges in H to the hopset, but their weights are not necessarily
dG(v, u), but rather an approximation for dG(v, u).
Claim 21. The number of edges in H is O(n3/2 log n).
Proof. For every node in A1 we add only edges to nodes in A1, and the size of A1 is O(
√
n). In
addition, for nodes v ∈ A0 \A1 we add edges only to nodes closer than p(v). Since A1 is a hitting
set, p(v) is among the closest k nodes to v, which means that we add at most k = O(
√
n log n)
edges for each node, and O(n3/2 log n) edges in total.
4.2 Congested clique implementation
Our goal is to build H efficiently in the Congested Clique model. In [24], the authors suggest an
iterative algorithm for computing H, where in iteration 1 ≤ ` ≤ log n they compute a 2`-bounded
hopset, which approximates the distances between all pairs of nodes that have a shortest path
between them with at most 2` edges in G. Given a 2`-bounded hopset H`, they show that it is
enough to run Bellman-Ford explorations up to hop-distance O(β) in the graph G ∪H` to compute
a 2`+1-hopset H`+1. For the stretch analysis to carry on, it is also important to add edges to H`+1
in a certain order. First, the edges that correspond to bunches of nodes in A0 \A1 are added, and
1Using similar ideas, it is possible to implement also the more general hopset from [24].
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only then the edges that correspond to bunches of nodes in A1 are added. They show that the total
time complexity for implementing all the Bellman-Ford explorations is proportional to the hopset
size. In particular, for our hopset of size O˜(n3/2), the complexity required is at least O˜(
√
n) rounds.
We follow the general approach from [24], with two changes. First, we show that using our
distance tools we can compute directly all the bunches of nodes in A0 \A1, which allows simplifying
slightly the algorithm and analysis. The second and more significant difference is that we use our
(S, d, k)-algorithm to replace the heavy Bellman-Ford explorations, which results in a polylogarithmic
complexity instead of a polynomial one. We next describe the algorithm in detail.
4.2.1 Algorithm description
Computing the bunches. We start by computing the bunches for all the nodes v ∈ A0 \ A1.
This can be done easily using our algorithm for finding the distances to the k-nearest nodes. This
follows since p(v) is among the k-nearest nodes to v, hence all the nodes in the bunch of v are
among the k-nearest nodes to v. Note that all the nodes v ∈ A0 \A1 learn the exact distances to all
the nodes in their bunch. However, it is not clear how to compute a bunch for a node v ∈ A1, since
v should learn the distances to all the nodes from A1. Such nodes may be at distance d = Ω(n)
from v, and our (S, d, k)-algorithm depends linearly on the distance d. To overcome this, we follow
the approach in [24], and show how to implement it efficiently using our distance tools.
Bounded hopsets. We say that H is a (β, , t)-hopset if for all x, y ∈ G it holds that dG(x, y) ≤
dG∪H(x, y), and for all pairs of nodes x, y ∈ G that have a shortest path between them with at most
t hops, i.e., dG(x, y) = d
t
G(x, y), it holds that
dG(x, y) ≤ dβG∪H(x, y) ≤ (1 + )dG(x, y).
Note that the empty set is a (1, 0, 1)-hopset, and thus also a (β, , 1)-hopset for any β ≥ 1
and  > 0. The algorithm builds hopsets iteratively, where in iteration ` it builds a (β, `, 2
`)-
hopset H`, where ` =  · ` for some 0 <  < 1/ log n. The final hopset H is H logn. Let
H0 = {{u, v} : u ∈ A0 \ A1, v ∈ B(u)}. We already computed the edges H0 and include them as
part of the hopset for all the hopsets H`.
Building H`. We define H0 = H0. To construct H
` for 1 ≤ ` ≤ log n we work as follows.
Let G′ = G ∪ H`−1. All the nodes in A1 compute the distances to all the nodes from A1 at
hop-distance at most 4β in the graph G′. We implement it using our (S, d, k′)-algorithm with
S = A1, d = 4β, k
′ = |A1| = O(
√
n). Each node v ∈ A1, adds to the hopset H` all the edges {v, u}
where u ∈ A1 at hop-distance at most 4β from v in G′. The weight of the edge is the weight that v
learned during the (S, d, k)-algorithm. The hopset H` includes all these edges, as well as all the
edges of H0. Note that if v adds an edge {v, u} to the hopset, in the next round it can let u learn
about it, so we can assume that both the endpoints know about the edge.
This completes the description of the algorithm. We next analyze the time complexity and prove
the correctness of the algorithm.
4.2.2 Complexity
Claim 22. The complexity of the algorithm is O(β log n+ log2 n) rounds.
Proof. From Lemma 4, we can construct deterministically in O((log logn)3) rounds a hitting set
A1 of size O(
√
n) that hits all the sets Nk(v). For the algorithm, each node v should learn the set
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Nk(v) which is computed using our algorithm for finding the distances to the k-nearest nodes. From
Theorem 18, this takes O
((
k
n2/3
+ log n
)
log k
)
= O
((√
n·logn
n2/3
+ log n
)
log n
)
= O(log2 n) rounds.
The algorithm for constructing H starts by computing the bunches of nodes v ∈ A0 \ A1,
this only requires each node v to learn the distances to the nodes Nk(v), which was already
computed. Next, for log n iterations, we compute for each node the O(
√
n)-nearest nodes from
A1 at hop-distance at most 4β. Since A1 is of size O(
√
n), by Theorem 19, each iteration takes
O
((
n2/3(
√
n)
2/3
n + 1
)
· β
)
= O(β) rounds. Overall, all the iterations take O(β log n) rounds.
4.2.3 Correctness
We next prove that H` is indeed a (β, `, 2
`)-hopset, the proof follows the proof in [24], and is
included here for completeness. There are slight changes to adapt it to the specific variant we
consider. We start with a simple claim regarding the edges H0.
Claim 23. For any x, y ∈ V , either d1G∪H0(x, y) = dG(x, y) or there exists z ∈ A1 such that
d1G∪H0(x, z) ≤ dG(x, y).
Proof. If x ∈ A1, the claim clearly holds by setting z = x. We next focus on x ∈ A0 \ A1. For
each x ∈ A0 \A1, H0 includes the edge {x, p(x)}, as well as all the edges of the form {x, y} where
dG(x, y) < dG(x, p(x)). Hence, if dG(x, y) < dG(x, p(x)), there is an edge {x, y} in H0 of weight
dG(x, y) and we are done. Otherwise, dG(x, p(x)) ≤ dG(x, y) and the edge {x, p(x)} of weight
dG(x, p(x)) is in H0 where p(x) ∈ A1 which completes the proof.
The next lemma shows that H` is a (β, `, 2
`)-hopset.
Lemma 24. Let 0 <  < 1/ log n. Set δ = /4, and β = 3/δ and let x, y ∈ V be such that
dG(x, y) = d
2`
G (x, y). Then,
dβ
G∪H`(x, y) ≤ (1 + `)dG(x, y),
where ` =  · `.
Proof. The proof is by induction on `. For ` = 0, the claim holds since the empty set is a (1, 0, 1)-
hopset. Assume it holds for `−1, and we prove it for `. Let x, y ∈ V be such that dG(x, y) = d2`G (x, y),
and let pi(x, y) be a shortest path between x and y in G with at most 2` edges. We partition pi(x, y)
into J ≤ 1/δ segments {Lj = [uj , vj ]}1≤j≤J , each of length at most δ · dG(x, y), and additionally at
most 1/δ edges {vj , uj+1}1≤j≤J between these segments. This is done as follows.
Define u1 = x, and walk from u1 on pi(x, y) towards y until the first node u2 such that
dG(u1, u2) > δ · dG(x, y), if such exists or until y. The last node in pi(x, y) before u2 is v1, and from
the definition of u2 it holds that dG(u1, v1) ≤ δ · dG(x, y). We continue in the same manner (walk
from u2 on pi(x, y) towards y to define u3, and so on) and define the rest of the nodes uj , vj . If
we walk from uj towards y and there is no node uj+1 where dG(uj , uj+1) > δ · dG(x, y), we define
vj = y, and J = j. Since dG(ui, ui+1) > δ · dG(x, y), the number of segments is at most 1/δ.
Now, we use Claim 23 on the pairs {uj , vj}Jj=1. One case is that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ J , it holds
that d1G∪H0(uj , vj) = dG(uj , vj), which means that the edges {uj , vj} exist in G ∪H0 with weights
dG(uj , vj). This means that in the graph G ∪ H0 there is a path of hop-distance at most 2/δ
between x and y that includes all the edges of the form {uj , vj}Jj=1 and the edges {vj , uj+1} between
segments. The total weight of the path is exactly dG(x, y). Since β = 3/δ > 2/δ, and H0 ⊆ H`, we
get that dβ
G∪H`(x, y) = dG(x, y) ≤ (1 + `)dG(x, y).
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We now analyse the case where there is at least one pair {uj , vj} that does not satisfy
d1G∪H0(uj , vj) = dG(uj , vj). Let i, j be the indexes of the first and last pairs {ui, vi}, {uj , vj}
that do not satisfy the above. From Claim 23, there are nodes zi, zj ∈ A1 such that
d1G∪H0(ui, zi) ≤ dG(ui, vi) ≤ δ · dG(x, y),
d1G∪H0(vj , zj) ≤ dG(uj , vj) ≤ δ · dG(x, y).
In our algorithm, when constructing H`, the nodes zi, zj add edges to all the nodes of A1 at
hop-distance at most 4β in the graph G′ = G ∪H`−1. We next show that in G′ there is a path
of hop-distance at most 4β between zi, zj and bound its weight. From the induction hypothesis,
H`−1 is a (β, `−1, 2`−1)-hopset. Since ui, vj are in the shortest path between x and y, it holds that
dG(ui, vj) = d
2`
G (ui, vj). Since any path of hop-distance at most 2
` can be partitioned to two paths
of hop-distance at most 2`−1, it holds that a (β, `−1, 2`−1)-hopset is also a (2β, `−1, 2`) hopset.
Hence, there is a path of hop-distance at most 2β between ui and vj in G ∪H`−1 of weight at most
(1 + `−1)dG(ui, vj). Since the edges {ui, zi}, {vj , zj} of weight at most δ · dG(x, y) are in H0, we get
that there is a path of hop-distance at most 2β + 2 between zi and zj in G
′ of total weight at most
(1 + `−1)dG(ui, vj) + 2δ · dG(x, y). Since 2β + 2 ≤ 4β, zi and zj add an edge between them to H`,
which gives
d1G∪H`(zi, zj) ≤ (1 + `−1)dG(ui, vj) + 2δ · dG(x, y).
We next bound dβ
G∪H`(x, y). From the definition of i, j, for any i
′ < i or j < i′, there is an
edge {ui′ , vi′} in H0 (and hence in H`) of weight dG(ui′ , vi′). These edges together with the edges
in pi(x, y) before or after these segments sum up to at most 2/δ edges. Between ui and vj we
have a 3-hop path {ui, zi, zj , vj} of total weight at most δ · dG(x, y) + d1G∪H`(zi, zj) + δ · dG(x, y) ≤
(1+`−1)dG(ui, vj)+4δ ·dG(x, y). To conclude, G∪H` has a path of hop-distance at most 2/δ+3 ≤ β
of total weight
dG(x, ui) + (1 + `−1)dG(ui, vj) + dG(vj , y) + 4δ · dG(x, y) ≤ (1 + `−1 + 4δ)dG(x, y).
By the choice of parameters 4δ = , which gives dβ
G∪H`(x, y) ≤ (1 + `)dG(x, y). This completes the
proof.
4.2.4 Conclusion
Using Claims 21 and 22 and Lemma 24, we obtain the following:
Theorem 25. Let 0 <  < 1. There is a deterministic construction of a (β, )-hopset with
O(n3/2 log n) edges and β = O
(
(log n)/
)
that takes O
(
(log2 n)/
)
rounds in the Congested
Clique model.
Proof. By Lemma 24, H logn is a (β, logn, n)-hopset, and hence also a (β, logn)-hopset. From the
choice of parameters logn =  log n, where 0 <  < 1/ log n and β = O(1/). Let 
′ = logn =  log n.
Then,  = 
′
logn . Hence, H
logn is a (β, ′)-hopset where 0 < ′ < 1 and β = O( logn′ ). By Claim
22, the time complexity for constructing the hopset is O(β log n+ log2 n). Since β = O( logn′ ), the
complexity is O( log
2 n
′ ) rounds. The number of edges is O(n
3/2 log n) by Claim 21.
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5 Multi-source shortest paths
As a direct application of our hopsets and source detection algorithms, we get an efficient (1 + )-
approximation for the multi-source shortest paths problem (MSSP) with polylogarithmic complexity
as long as the number of sources is O˜(
√
n).
Theorem 3. There is a deterministic (1 + )-approximation algorithm for the weighted undirected
MSSP that takes
O
(( |S|2/3
n1/3
+ log n
)
· log n

)
rounds in the Congested Clique, where S is the set of sources. In particular, the complexity is
O( log
2 n
 ) as long as |S| ≤ O(
√
n · (log n)3/2).
Proof. By Theorem 25, we can construct a (β, )-hopset H with β = O( logn ) in O(
log2 n
 ) rounds.
By the definition of hopsets, the β-hop distances in G ∪H give a (1 + )-approximation to all the
distances in G. Hence, to approximate the distances of all the nodes to the set of sources S, we run
our (S, d, k)-algorithm in the graph G ∪H with d = β = O( logn ). By Theorem 19, the complexity
is O
((
n2/3|S|2/3
n + 1
)
· β
)
= O
(( |S|2/3
n1/3
+ 1
)
· logn
)
rounds. The overall complexity is
O
(( |S|2/3
n1/3
+ 1
)
· log n

+
log2 n

)
= O
(( |S|2/3
n1/3
+ log n
)
· log n

)
rounds.
6 All-pairs shortest paths
In this section, we use our multi-source shortest paths algorithm from O˜(
√
n) sources to construct
algorithms that provide constant approximations for all the distances in the graph in polylogarithmic
time. However, the approximation guarantee increases to (2 + ) for the unweighted case, and at
most (3 + ) for the weighted case.
Next, we present our approximation algorithms for the APSP problem. For simplicity of
presentation, we start by sketching a simple (3 + )-approximation for weighted APSP. Using a
more careful analysis we show that a variant of this algorithm actually obtains a (2 + , (1 + )W )-
approximation. Here, we use the notation (2 + , (1 + )W )-approximation for an algorithm that
for any pair of nodes u, v provides an estimate of the distance between u and v which is at most
(2 + )d(u, v) + (1 + )W where W is the weight of the heaviest edge in a shortest path between u
and v. Note that W is always at most d(u, v), and hence a (2 + , (1 + )W )-approximation is always
better than a (3 + ′)-approximation (where ′ = 2). Finally, we extend the algorithm to obtain a
(2 + )-approximation for APSP in unweighted graphs. All our algorithms are deterministic.
6.1 (3 + )-approximation for weighted APSP
Our algorithm starts by computing a hitting set A of size O˜(
√
n) that hits all the sets Nk(v) for
k = O˜(
√
n). We compute for each node v ∈ V , the distances to all the nodes in Nk(v), and we
use our MSSP algorithm to compute (1 + )-approximate distances from A to all the nodes. Since
k = O˜(
√
n) and |A| = O˜(√n) the complexity is polylogarithmic. To compute an estimate δ(u, v) of
the distance d(u, v), we work as follows. If v ∈ Nk(u), then u already computed the value d(u, v)
and sends it to v. Otherwise, let p(u) ∈ Nk(u) ∩ A be a closest node to u. We estimate d(u, v)
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with d(u, p(u)) + d(p(u), v). Since v 6∈ Nk(u), it follows that d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(u, v). Hence, using the
triangle inequality, we have
d(u, p(u)) + d(p(u), v) ≤ d(u, p(u)) + d(u, p(u)) + d(u, v) ≤ 3d(u, v).
Since our algorithm computes an (1 + )-approximation for the value d(v, p(u)), we get a (3 + )-
approximation.
6.2 (2 + , (1 + )W )-approximation for weighted APSP
We next describe our (2+ , (1+ )W )-approximation. In our (3+ )-approximation, we used the fact
that if v 6∈ Nk(u), then d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(u, v). To obtain a better approximation, we would like to get
a better bound on d(u, p(u)). If, for example, d(u, p(u)) ≤ 12d(u, v), the same analysis shows a (2+)-
approximation. We show that either min{d(u, p(u)), d(v, p(v))} ≤ 12(d(u, v) +W ) which proves a
(2+ , (1+ )W )-approximation, or the shortest path between u and v has a node w ∈ Nk(u)∩Nk(v).
In the latter case, d(u,w) + d(w, v) = d(u, v), and since |Nk(u)| = |Nk(v)| = O˜(
√
n) we can use
matrix multiplication to compute the distances through all nodes w ∈ Nk(u) ∩Nk(v), and find the
actual distance d(u, v).
6.2.1 Algorithm description
We next describe the algorithm in detail. We start by describing the general structure of the
algorithm, and then explain how we implement it efficiently. In the algorithm, each node v ∈ V ,
maintains an estimate δ(u, v) of the distance d(u, v) for all u ∈ V . Each time a node updates the
estimate δ(u, v) it takes the minimum value between the previous value of δ(u, v) and the current
estimate computed. Also, if v updates δ(u, v) it sends the new estimate also to u to update its
estimate accordingly. We use the notation w(u, v) to denote the weight of the edge {u, v} if exists.
The distances d(u, v) and weights w(u, v) are with respect to the input graph G. The algorithm
works as follows.
(1) Set δ(u, v) = w(u, v) if {u, v} ∈ E, and δ(u, v) =∞ otherwise.
(2) For each v, compute the distances to the set Nk(v) for k =
√
n, and update the estimates
{δ(v, u)}u∈Nk(v) accordingly.
(3) Set δ(u, v) = min{δ(u, v),minw∈Nk(u)∩Nk(v){δ(u,w) + δ(w, v)}}.
(4) Compute a hitting set A of size O(
√
n log n) that hits all the sets Nk(v).
(5) Use the MSSP algorithm to compute (1 + )-approximate distances from V to A. For
each v ∈ V update the estimates {δ(v, u)}u∈A accordingly.
(6) Let p(v) ∈ Nk(v) ∩ A be a node from A closest to v that is chosen by v. The node v
sends p(v) to all the nodes.
(7) Set δ(u, v) = min{δ(u, v), δ(u, p(u)) + δ(p(u), v), δ(v, p(v)) + δ(p(v), u)}.
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6.2.2 Complexity
Lemma 26. The complexity of the algorithm is O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
Proof. Implementing Line (1) is immediate. We implement Line (2) using our k-nearest algorithm,
which takes O
((
k
n2/3
+ log n
)
log k
)
= O(log2 n) rounds by Theorem 18. We implement Line (3)
with our distance through sets algorithm, with respect to the sets Nk(v). Since k =
√
n, it takes
O
(
k2/3
n1/3
+ 1
)
= O(1) rounds by Theorem 20. We use Lemma 4 to compute the hitting set A
in O((log logn)3) rounds (note that all the nodes already computed the sets Nk(v)). Each node
updates all the nodes if it is in A which takes one round. We implement Line (5) using our MSSP
algorithm from Theorem 3, which takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds since |A| = O(
√
n log n). Implementing
Line (6) is immediate since each node v knows Nk(v) and A. Then, all the nodes know all the values
{p(v)}v∈V . Now, each node u sends to each node v the values {d(u, p(u)), d(u, p(v))}. This allows u
and v to compute the values δ(u, p(u)) + δ(p(u), v) and δ(v, p(v)) + δ(p(v), u), which allows them to
compute the final estimate δ(u, v). The overall complexity is O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
6.2.3 Correctness
Lemma 27. The algorithm gives a (2 + , (1 + )W )-approximation for weighted APSP.
Proof. Let u, v ∈ V . If v ∈ Nk(u) or u ∈ Nk(v), then after Line (2), δ(u, v) = d(u, v) and we are
done. Otherwise, let P be a shortest path between u and v. Let u′ be the furthest node from u in
P ∩Nk(u), and let v′ be the furthest node from v in P ∩Nk(v). We divide the analysis to 3 cases.
See Figure 3 for an illustration.
𝑢 𝑣 𝑢 𝑣 𝑢 𝑣
𝑤
𝑁𝑘(𝑢) 𝑁𝑘(𝑣)
𝑤
𝑁𝑘(𝑢)𝑁𝑘(𝑣)
𝑝𝑢
𝑢′ 𝑣′
𝑁𝑘(𝑢) 𝑁𝑘(𝑣)
𝑝𝑢
Figure 3: There are 3 cases, the first is that u′ or v′ are in Nk(u) ∩Nk(v). The second is that there
is a node w ∈ P \ (Nk(u) ∪Nk(v)) and the last where there is an edge of P between u′ and v′.
Case 1: Either u′ ∈ Nk(v) or v′ ∈ Nk(u). In this case, minw∈Nk(u)∩Nk(v){δ(u,w) + δ(w, v)} =
d(u, v), hence after Line (3), δ(u, v) = d(u, v) and we are done.
Case 2: There is a node w ∈ P where w 6∈ Nk(u) and w 6∈ Nk(v). In this case, it follows that
d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(u,w) and d(v, p(v)) ≤ d(v, w). Since w ∈ P , we also have d(u, v) = d(u,w) + d(v, w).
Hence
min{d(u, p(u), d(v, p(v)} ≤ min{d(u,w), d(v, w)} ≤ d(u, v)/2.
Assume w.l.o.g that d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(v, p(v)), then d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(u, v)/2 and d(v, p(u)) ≤ d(v, u) +
d(u, p(u)) ≤ 32d(u, v), which gives d(u, p(u))+d(p(u), v) ≤ 2d(u, v). The value d(u, p(u)) is computed
exactly in Line (2), and the value d(v, p(u)) is approximated within a (1 + ) factor in Line (5).
Hence, the final estimate is δ(u, v) ≤ (2 + ′)d(u, v) for ′ = 2.
Case 3: All the nodes in P are either in Nk(u) or Nk(v), but Nk(u) ∩Nk(v) = ∅. In this case,
the path P is composed of a path between u and u′, an edge between u′ and v′ and a path between
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v′ and v. Since v′ 6∈ Nk(u) and u′ 6∈ Nk(v), we have d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(u, v′) and d(v, p(v)) ≤ d(v, u′).
In addition, since d(u, v) = d(u, u′) + w(u′, v′) + d(v′, v), we have
d(u, v′) + d(v, u′) ≤ d(u, u′) + w(u′, v′) + d(v, v′) + w(u′, v′) ≤ d(u, v) + w(u′, v′).
This implies that
min{d(u, p(u)), d(v, p(v))} ≤ min{d(u, v′), d(v, u′)} ≤ 1
2
(d(u, v) + w(u′, v′)).
Assume w.l.o.g that d(u, p(u)) ≤ d(v, p(v)), then
d(u, p(u)) + d(p(u), v) ≤ d(u, p(u)) + d(u, p(u)) + d(u, v) ≤ 2d(u, v) + w(u′, v′) ≤ 2d(u, v) +W.
Since we compute the value d(u, p(u)) exactly, and approximate the value d(p(u), v) within a (1 + )
factor, the final estimate is δ(u, v) ≤ (2 + 2)d(u, v) + (1 + )W. Choosing ′ = 2 completes the
proof.
6.2.4 Conclusion
From Lemmas 26 and 27, we get the following.
Theorem 28. There is a deterministic (2 + , (1 + )W )-approximation algorithm for weighted
APSP in the Congested Clique model that takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
6.3 (2 + )-approximation for unweighted APSP
In this section, we present our (2 + )-approximation for unweighted APSP.
6.3.1 High-level idea
In our (2 + , 1 + )-approximation, the only case where we do not obtain a (2 + )-approximation is
when the shortest path between u and v is composed of a path between u and u′ ∈ Nk(u) \Nk(v),
an edge between u′ and a node v′ ∈ Nk(v) \Nk(u) and a path between v′ and v. Note that u knows
the distance to u′, v knows the distance to v′ and both u′ and v′ know about the edge between
them. If we add to the graph all the edges between u and nodes in Nk(u) and between v and nodes
in Nk(v), we have a shortest path of length 3 between u and v in the new graph. Intuitively, we
would like to use matrix multiplication to learn about this path, but we cannot do this directly
since this graph may be dense. In particular, we have no bound on the degrees of u′, v′.
To overcome this, we present a new algorithm that takes care separately of shortest paths that
include a high-degree node, and shortest paths that have only low-degree nodes, where a node
has a high-degree if its degree is O˜(
√
n). This is done as follows. We compute a hitting set A of
size O˜(
√
n), such that each high-degree node has a neighbour in A. Then, we use the fact that
|A| = O˜(√n), to show that we can compute efficiently (1 + )-approximations of all the shortest
paths that go through a node in A. Then, if the shortest path between u and v has a high-degree
node, it has a neighbour w ∈ A, and the shortest path from u to v that goes through w already
gives a good approximation for the shortest u− v path.
Then, we are left only with paths that do not contain any high-degree node. The graph induced
on low-degree nodes is sparse, since the degrees are at most O˜(
√
n), and we would like to exploit
it. However, although we can multiply two sparse matrices with O˜(n3/2) elements efficiently, to
compute paths of length 3 we need to multiply 3 matrices of this size, which is no longer efficient.
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To overcome this, we would like to reduce the degrees further. In particular, we would like to follow
the analysis in Lemma 27, but replace Nk(v) with Nk′(v) for k
′ < k which allows focusing on sparser
matrices. The obstacle is that we want to compute a hitting set A′ of the sets {Nk′(v)}v∈V , and
then use our MSSP algorithm to compute distances to all the nodes in A′, but if k′ < k, we need to
compute a larger hitting set A′, and our MSSP algorithm is efficient only as long as |A′| = O˜(√n).
Nevertheless, since our graph is sparse, we show that we can actually compute MSSP from a
set A′ of size O˜(n3/4) which allows us to choose k′ = O˜(n1/4). To deal with the problematic case
in the proof of Lemma 27, we should compute paths of length 3 of the form {u, u′, v′, v} where
u′ ∈ Nk′(u), v′ ∈ Nk′(v) and there is an edge between u′ and v′. Since |Nk′(u)| = |Nk′(u)| = O˜(n1/4)
and u′, v′ are in the sparse graph and have maximum degree O˜(
√
n), we can detect paths of this
form efficiently, which allows us to show a (2 + )-approximation.
6.3.2 Algorithm description
We next present a pseudo-code of the algorithm, then we show how to implement it efficiently
and provide a correctness proof. Again, each node v ∈ V , maintains an estimate δ(u, v) of
the distance d(u, v) for all u ∈ V . Each time a node updates the estimate δ(u, v) it takes the
minimum value between the previous value of δ(u, v) and the current estimate computed. Also,
if v updates δ(u, v) it sends the new estimate also to u to update its estimate accordingly. Let
N(v) = {u ∈ V |{v, u} ∈ E} ∪ {v}. Our algorithm works as follows.
(1) Set δ(u, v) = w(u, v) if {u, v} ∈ E and δ(u, v) =∞ otherwise.
First phase - handling shortest paths with a high-degree node:
(2) Let A be a hitting set of size O˜(
√
n) that hits all the neighbourhoods N(v) of high-degree
nodes with |N(v)| ≥ k for k = O˜(√n).
(3) Use the MSSP algorithm to compute (1 + )-approximate distances from V to A. For
each v ∈ V update the estimates {δ(v, u)}u∈A accordingly.
(4) Set δ(u, v) = min{δ(u, v),minw∈A{δ(u,w) + δ(w, v)}}.
Second phase - handling shortest paths that contain only low-degree nodes:
Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be the graph induced on low-degree nodes with degree at most k, from
now on our algorithm works only in the graph G′. In particular, the set Nk′(v) is the
set of k′ closest nodes to v in G′.
(5) For each v, compute the distances to the set Nk′(v) for k
′ = O˜(n1/4), and update the
estimates {δ(v, u)}u∈Nk′ (v) accordingly.
(6) Set δ(u, v) = min{δ(u, v),minw∈Nk′ (u)∩Nk′ (v){δ(u,w) + δ(w, v)}}.
(7) Construct a hitting set A′ of of size O˜(n3/4) that hits all the sets Nk′(v).
(8) Compute (1 + )-approximate shortest paths from A′ to all the nodes in the graph G′.
For each v ∈ V update the estimates {δ(v, u)}u∈A′ accordingly.
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(9) Let p′(v) ∈ Nk′(v) ∩A′ be a node from A′ closest to v that is chosen by v. The node v
sends p′(v) to all the nodes.
(10) Set δ(u, v) = min{δ(u, v), δ(u, p′(u)) + δ(p′(u), v), δ(v, p′(v)) + δ(p′(v), u)}.
(11) Let δ′(u, v) = min{δ(u, u′) + δ(u′, v′) + δ(v′, v)|u′ ∈ Nk′(u), v′ ∈ Nk′(v), {u′, v′} ∈ E′}.
(12) Set δ(u, v) = min{δ(u, v), δ′(u, v)}.
6.3.3 Complexity
Lemma 29. The complexity of the algorithm is O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
Proof. Implementing Line (1) is immediate. We choose k =
√
n. To implement Line (2), we use
Lemma 4 to build A of size O(n log n/k) = O(
√
n log n) that hits all the sets N(v) for v with
|N(v)| ≥ k. Note that each node v knows the set N(v). The complexity is O((log log n)3) rounds.
Each node updates all the nodes if it is in A which takes one round. We implement Line (3) using our
MSSP algorithm from Theorem 3, which takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds since |A| = O(
√
n log n). Line (4) is
equivalent to computing distances through the set A with respect to the distances {δ(u, v)}u∈V,v∈A
computed in Line (3). This takes O
(
(
√
n logn)2/3
n1/3
+ 1) = O(log n) rounds by Theorem 20.
To implement Line (5), we choose k′ = n1/4, and use Theorem 18 to find the k′-nearest nodes in
O
((
k′
n2/3
+ log n
)
log k′
)
= O(log2 n) rounds. To implement Line (6), we use our distance through
sets algorithm, with respect to the sets Nk′(v). Since k
′ = n1/4, the complexity is O(1) by Theorem
20. To implement Line (7), we use Lemma 4 to build A′ of size O(n log n/k′) = O(n3/4 log n) that
hits all the sets Nk′(v) for v ∈ G′. Note that all the nodes already computed the sets Nk′(v). The
complexity is O((log log n)3) rounds. Each node updates all the nodes if it is in A′ which takes one
round. To implement Line (8), we use a sparse variant of our MSSP algorithm, as follows. First, we
compute a (β, )-hopset H of size O(n3/2 log n) for G′ using Theorem 25. The complexity is O( log
2 n
 )
rounds and β = O( logn ). Now, the β-hop distances in G
′ ∪H give (1 + )-approximation for the
distances in G′. Hence, to approximate the distances of all nodes from A′, we use our (S, d, k′′)-
algorithm in the graph G′ ∪H, with S = A′, k′′ = |A′| = O(n3/4 log n), d = β. In G′ the maximum
degree is k =
√
n, and H is of size O(n3/2 log n), hence the graph G′ ∪H is of size O(n3/2 log n).
Thus, by Theorem 19, the complexity is O
((
(n3/2 logn)1/3·(n3/4 logn)2/3
n + 1
)
logn

)
= O( log
2 n
 ).
Implementing Line (9) takes one round since each node v knows Nk′(v) and A
′. To implement
Line (10) it is enough that each node v sends to each node u the values {δ(v, p′(v)), δ(v, p′(u))}. To
conclude the description of the algorithm, we explain how we implement Line (11). For this we
multiply the following 3 matrices. The matrix M1(u,w) = δ(u,w) if w ∈ Nk′(u) and M1(u,w) =∞
otherwise. The matrix M3 = M
T
1 . I.e., M3(w, u) = M1(u,w), and the matrix M2(u, v) = δ(u, v) if
{u, v} ∈ E′ and M2(u, v) = ∞ otherwise. Note that M1,M3 have O(n5/4) entries which are not
∞, since the sizes of the sets Nk′(v) are n1/4. Also, from the definition of G′, the matrix M2 has
O(n3/2) entries which are not ∞. We multiply M1 ·M2 ·M3 in the min-plus semiring. For this,
we first multiply M1 ·M2 which takes O(1) rounds based on their sparsity, by Theorem 8. Then,
we multiply the resulting matrix and M3. Since the maximum degree in M1 is k
′ = n1/4 and the
maximum degree in M2 is k =
√
n, we get that in M1 ·M2 the maximum degree is n3/4. Hence,
the matrix M1 ·M2 has at most n7/4 non-∞ elements, and M3 has at most n5/4 non-∞ elements.
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Hence multiplying (M1 ·M2) ·M3 takes O(1) rounds By Theorem 8 (choosing ρ̂ST = n). Since the
multiplication is in the min-plus semiring and by the definition of the matrices, it holds that after
the multiplication any pair of nodes u, v computed the value
min{δ(u, u′) + δ(u′, v′) + δ(v′, v)|u′ ∈ Nk′(u), v′ ∈ Nk′(v), {u′, v′} ∈ E′}.
This completes the proof.
6.3.4 Correctness
Lemma 30. By the end of the algorithm, for all u, v ∈ V , it holds that δ(u, v) ≤ (2 + )dG(u, v).
Proof. If dG(u, v) = 1, then after Line (1), δ(u, v) = 1 and we are done. Hence, we assume that
dG(u, v) ≥ 2. Let P be a shortest path between u and v in G. We first consider the case that P has
a high-degree node u′ of degree at least k = O˜(
√
n). Then, u′ has a neighbour w ∈ A. For now, we
use the notation d(u, v) for dG(u, v). From the triangle inequality, d(u,w) ≤ d(u, u′) + d(u′, w) =
d(u, u′) + 1 and d(v, w) ≤ d(v, u′) + 1. Also, since u′ ∈ P , it holds that d(u, v) = d(u, u′) + d(u′, v).
Hence, d(u,w) + d(w, v) ≤ d(u, u′) + 1 + d(u′, v) + 1 ≤ d(u, v) + 2 ≤ 2d(u, v). In Line (3), we
compute (1 + )-approximations for the values d(u,w), d(w, v), hence after Line (4), we have
δ(u, v) ≤ (2 + 2)d(u, v).
We next consider the case that P has only low-degree nodes, hence it is contained in the graph
G′. From now on we work with the graph G′, and use d(u, v) for dG′(u, v). Since P is contained in
G′, it holds that dG′(u, v) = dG(u, v). The proof is divided to 3 cases, as in the proof of Lemma 27.
Case 1: there is a node w ∈ P∩(Nk′(u)∩Nk′(v)). Then, d(u, v) = d(u,w)+d(w, v). Also, u and v
computed the values d(u,w), d(w, v) in Line (5), and δ(u, v) = d(u,w)+d(w, v) = dG′(u, v) = dG(u, v)
after Line (6).
Case 2: there is a node w ∈ P\(Nk′(u)∪Nk′(v)). Since w ∈ P , p′(u) ∈ Nk′(u) and p′(v) ∈ Nk′(v),
we have d(u, p′(u)) + d(v, p′(v)) ≤ d(u,w) + d(v, w) ≤ d(u, v). Exactly as in the proof of Case 2 in
Lemma 27, we get that min{d(u, p′(u)) + d(p′(u), v), d(v, p′(v)) + d(p′(v), u)} ≤ 2d(u, v). Since our
algorithm computes d(u, p′(u)), d(v, p′(v)) exactly in Line (5) and approximates d(u, p′(v)), d(v, p′(u))
within (1 + ) factor in Line (8), after Line (10) we have δ(u, v) ≤ (2 + 2)d(u, v).
Case 3: P is composed of a path between u to a node u′ ∈ Nk′(u), an edge {u′, v′} ∈ E′ where
v′ ∈ Nk′(v) and a path between v′ and v. In this case, δ(u, u′) = d(u, u′) and δ(v′, v) = d(v, v′)
after Line (5), and δ(u′, v′) = d(u, v) after Line (1). Hence, in Line (11) we set δ(u, v) = δ(u, u′) +
δ(u′, v′) + δ(v′, v) = d(u, v).
To conclude, in all cases we have δ(u, v) ≤ (2+2)dG(u, v) by the end of the algorithm. Choosing
′ = 2 completes the proof.
6.3.5 Conclusion
From Lemmas 29 and 30, we get the following.
Theorem 31. There is a deterministic (2 + )-approximation algorithm for unweighted APSP in
the Congested Clique model that takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
7 Other applications
7.1 Exact single-source shortest paths
We show that our distance tools allow to get a faster algorithm for exact SSSP in undirected
weighted graphs, improving the previous O˜(n1/3)-round algorithm [13]. The algorithm is very
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simple, and is based on ideas used in [22, 48, 55]. We start by computing the distances to the nodes
in Nk(v) for all v ∈ V using our k-nearest algorithm. Then, we add to the graph all the edges
{{u, v}|u ∈ V, v ∈ Nk(u)} with the weights d(u, v) computed by the algorithm, which results in a
new graph G′. G′ is called the k-shortcut graph or k-shortcut hopset in [22, 48], and it is proved
in [48] that the shortest path diameter of G′ is O(n/k). I.e., for any pair of nodes u, v there is a
shortest path between u and v of hop-distance at most O(n/k) in G′.
Lemma 32. (Theorem 3.10 in [48]) The shortest path diameter of G′ is smaller than 4n/k.
Now, to compute SSSP from a certain node we just run the classic Bellman-Ford algorithm [9,25]
in the graph G′ which takes O(n/k) rounds in a graph with shortest path diameter O(n/k), even
in the more restricted CONGEST model (see e.g., [48]). To optimize the complexity, we choose
k = n5/6. Now, finding the k-nearest takes O˜(k/n2/3) = O˜(n1/6) rounds by Theorem 18, and the
Bellman-Ford exploration takes O(n1/6) rounds, proving the following.
Theorem 33. There is a deterministic algorithm for exact SSSP in undirected weighted graphs that
takes O˜(n1/6) rounds in the Congested Clique model.
7.2 Diameter
We show that using our distance tools we can implement efficiently the algorithm of Roditty and
Vassilevska Williams for approximating the diameter [54], which is an extension of the algorithm of
Aingworth et al. [4].
The algorithm for approximating the diameter is based on computing BFS trees from O˜(
√
n)
nodes. A difference in our case is that we compute (1 + )-approximate distances from the same
nodes, and not the exact distances, which affects slightly the approximation obtained. Also, our
algorithm works only for undirected graphs. Another difference from [54] is that we compute
distances to the nodes in Nk(v). This is useful in our case, since we can compute these distances
exactly which is useful for the analysis, it also allows us to give a deterministic algorithm. The
algorithm works as follows.
(1) Each node v computes the distances to Nk(v) for k = O˜(
√
n).
(2) We compute a hitting set S of size O˜(
√
n) that hits all the sets {Nk(v)}v∈V .
(3) We compute (1 + )-approximate distances from S to all the nodes.
(4) Let p(v) ∈ S ∩Nk(v) be a closest node to v from S. v knows the distance to p(v) and
sends to all the nodes the value d(v, p(v)).
(5) Let w ∈ V be a node such that d(w, p(w)) ≥ d(v, p(v)) for all v ∈ V , we compute
(1 + )-approximate distances from the set Nk(w) (including w) to all the nodes.
(6) The estimate for the diameter is the maximum distance found in Line (3) or (5).
Claim 34. The algorithm takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
Proof. Let k =
√
n. Computing the distances to the k-nearest takes O(log2 n) rounds by Theorem 18.
We compute a hitting set A of size O(
√
n log n) that hits the sets Nk(v) using Lemma 4, and then
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each node tells all nodes if it is in S which takes 1 round. Line (3) is implemented using our MSSP
algorithm that takes O( log
2 n
 ) rounds since A is of size O(
√
n log n). The distance d(v, p(v)) is
already known to v since p(v) ∈ Nk(v), and sending the values d(v, p(v)) takes one round. After
Line (4), all the nodes can deduce the node w (breaking ties by ids), since w knows the set Nk(w),
it can update all the nodes in Nk(w) that they are in this set, and in one additional round all the
nodes learn Nk(w). Then, implementing Line (5) is done using our MSSP algorithm which takes
O( log
2 n
 ) rounds since k =
√
n. Computing the maximum estimate takes one additional round. To
conclude, the complexity is O( log
2 n
 ) rounds.
We next prove that the approximation returned by the algorithm is nearly 3/2, following the
proof in [54]. Since we compute (1 + )-approximate distances, we may also get an estimate that is
greater than D by a (1 + ) factor. If we want the estimate to be always at most D we can divide
by 1 + .
Claim 35. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with diameter D = 3h + z, where h ≥ 0 and
z ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and let D′ be the estimate returned by the algorithm. Then, 2h+ z ≤ D′ ≤ (1 + )D if
z ∈ {0, 1}, and 2h+ 1 ≤ D′ ≤ (1 + )D if z = 2.
Proof. The analysis is based on the analysis in [54] (see Lemma 4). The difference in our algorithm
compared to [54] is that in some cases we approximate distances instead of computing exact ones.
However, all the distances d(v, p(v)) are computed exactly, which shows that the definition of w in
our algorithm is exactly as in [54]. Let a, b be such that d(a, b) = D, where D is the diameter of
the graph. The analysis in [54] is divided to cases. In the first case, d(w, p(w)) ≤ h, and they show
that in this case there is a node at distance at least 2h + z from p(a). Our algorithm computes
(1 + )-approximate distances to all the nodes p(v), hence at least one of our estimates is at least
2h+ z in this case.
A second case is that there is a node of distance at least 2h + z from w. Since we compute
approximate distances from w, one of our estimates is at least 2h+ z in this case. The last case
to consider is that all the nodes are at distance smaller than 2h+ z from w, and d(w, p(w)) > h.
In this case, they show that there exists a node w′ ∈ Nk(w) such that d(a,w′) ≥ 2h+ 1. Since we
compute (1 + )-approximate distances from all the nodes in Nk(w), our estimate is at least 2h+ 1.
In addition, since all the distances computed are (1 + )-approximate distances, our estimate is at
most (1 + )D. This completes the proof.
Remark: as stated in [54], the same analysis works also for weighted graphs with non-negative
weights with a loss of an additive W term where W is the maximum edge-weight. I.e., the estimate
obtained satisfies b2D/3 −W c ≤ D′ ≤ (1 + )D. The implementation is exactly the same in our
case.
8 Discussion
In this paper, we provide new tools for distance computations in the Congested Clique model
based on sparse MM. We demonstrate the power of these tools by providing efficient algorithms for
many central problems, such as APSP, SSSP, and diameter approximation. We believe that these
techniques may be useful for many additional tasks in distance computation in the Congested
Clique, and possibly also in additional related models. Many intriguing questions are still open.
First, while we provide constant approximations for many tasks in polylogarithmic time, the
complexity of our exact SSSP algorithm is still polynomial. It would be interesting to study whether
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it is possible to obtain a polylogarithmic algorithm for the exact case. Surprisingly, even for
the simple task of computing a BFS tree there is currently no sub-polynomial algorithm in the
Congested Clique.
Second, while our MM algorithms work also for the directed case, our hopset construction is
only for the undirected case and hence our results are for undirected graphs. Also, as we explain in
Section 1.2, obtaining any approximation for directed APSP in sub-polynomial time would give a
sub-polynomial algorithm for matrix multiplication. It would be interesting to study whether it is
possible to provide sub-polynomial algorithms for directed SSSP.
Our unweighted APSP algorithm provides a (2 + )-approximation, whereas in the weighted
case there is currently an additional additive term, and a natural question is whether we can get a
(2 + )-approximation for weighted APSP in polylogarithmic time as well. Another interesting goal
is to obtain additive approximations in sub-polynomial time.
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